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INTROBUCTION

The Timber Resources For America's F-ature(37)» a modification of
the Timber Resourses Review( 36), indicates a need for increased wood
production.

As compared with the consumption of lumber in the year

1952, a projection of a medium level of demand estimates that an in
crease of 32 per cent by 1975 and 83 per cent by the year 2000 may be
needed.

Pulpwood and lumber combined shows an estimated demand by 1975

and 2000 of 90 and l82 per cent, respectively.

Such a large increase

in demand may not include timber from all owner ships(Ij.!).

Since more

tree species and even poorer quality trees are becoming merchantable
following these predictions, the allowable cut on public lands has been
increased, lowering the predicted demand of timber needed from small
private ownerships.

Substitution and imports may lower this even more,

but even with this the demand for wood products can be expected to rise.
When the allowable cut on public lands is reached, more and more wood
will need to come from the private woodlands, which hold title to 60
per cent of America's commercial timberland. These small ownerships
contain land of the highest productive potential, but now exist in the
poorest condition.
Although the lU,500( l) private landowners in Montana have only
15 per cent of the total commercial timber within the state, the actual
area amounts to 2,362,000 acres.

During the homesteading days it was

only natural that the newcomers stake the more fertile soils—the val
ley bottomlands.

Some of these valley bottoms supported beautiful

-1-

-2stands of timber, which were cut and the land converted to crcp produc
tion.

During this same era large areas of land were granted to the

railroads and taken up in mining claims.

Early timber harvests were in

the accessible valleys, largely on private lands.

Before timbering

moved to the mountains most of this was set aside in national and state
forests.

Today, therefore, it can be seen that the ranchers and

farmers own the valley bottoms and nearby foothills, while the mountain
ous terrain belongs to large timber companies, railroads, mining con
cerns, the state and, primarily, to the Forest Service.

As a result of

this pattern of settlement the ranchers' timber consists, mostly, of
even-aged second-growth stands approaching merchantable size. Timberland continues to be converted into cropland in local areas, but, with
the financial aid of the Soil Bank program and the Agricultural Conser
vation Program, some marginal cropland is being planted to trees.
Although there are other possible avenues of approach to relieve
the predicted timber shortages, the state and federal governments are
attempting to encourage the practice of sound forest management by the
small woodland owner through educational and financial aid programs.
The federal government could, conceivably, purchase all forest lands
and manage them under the jurisdiction of a federal agency, but today
this wotild not be accepted by our society except in designated areas.
Regulation by state laws to control timber management on private lands
is limited to only minimum specifications^ such as the slash lawj but
such laws do not inspire the owner to practice timber management and so
do very little to increase wood production, and they are difficult to
enforce.

Long-term low interest credit

as a means of improving timber

-3Bianagement

has had little use in Montana, but as demand increases for

smaller wood material, effective repayments could be scheduled from the
forest returns alone.

The present educational approach combines two

ideas J the general mass of woodland owners are acquainted with trees
through the media of the State Extension Service, and the landowner per
sonally receives on-the-ground technical assistance by the Service For
ester of the State Forestry Department. Oo-odinated with this program,
the rancher can receive cost-sharing payments for timber stand improve
ments. The philosophy is to get the operator interested in his timber,
which will be an incentive for him to perform further stand improvements
without p^rment since the payment in itself will accomplish only a
small part of the needed forest improvement program.
The educational approach is based upon several assumptions? the
woodland owner lacks understanding of woodland management, and if he
had this understanding he would perform the necessary practicesj timber
is a profitable use of land, labor, and capital and should, therefore,
have a high priority in the management of the ranch unitj a stable mar
ket for woodland products is available.

Hundreds of demonstrations

have been performed and balletins published to show how to log properly
and carry out other fxinctions of forest management.
assistance has been provided to many landowners.

Technical forestry

At first the forester

would develop plans to suit the needs of the forest land only.

More

recently it has been recognized that a woodlot which is part of an oper
ating unit cannot be considered by itself, but as an integral part of
the operating unit. With the recognition of this fact as an important
step, it raises many new questions which are not yet general]^ appreci

ated or understood. The woodlot bears to the other enterprises of the
operating unit a series of relationships which may be coraplementary,
suppleroentary, or competitive. These will vary with conditions but
mostly with the aims, desires and decisions of the individual operator.
It means, therefore, that each woodlot problem will be different from
others and in order to solve it, the answers from a number of questions
will be needed.

How much capital equipment or money does the operator

have available to perform forest improvement practice?

How long will

he have to wait to get a return? How much return will he receive on
his investment as compared to investment elsewhere?

Are other uses com

patible with timber, and how will a combination of uses affect the net
return?

What are the owner's credit possibilities?

work with trees?

Does he like to

One purpose of this study is to find the answers to

these questions by an intensive study of three selected ranches in west
ern Montana.
Since the state and federal agencies have been tiying for a number
of years to inform the woodland owners about forest management, several
problems became noticeable.

The number of woodlot owners requesting

timber management assistance continues to be relatively few, although
the number has been slowly increasing. Those who are getting assist
ance

are not generally practicing all out management.

Another problem

is that the profitability of woodland management has not been clearly
established. There have been no input-output studies made to show
returns to management on different timber sites. It is also possible
that the operation of the woodlot may be in conflict with the operation
of other enterprises within the operating unit. In some cases it might

_5be more profitable to clear the forest and convert to another land use.
In other cases timber management might produce a lower rate of return
than any other use of the owner*s resources.

A second purpose of this

study is to bring to light some of the reasons why these problems exist.
The budget-analysis is the method of analyzing the ranching unit
used in this study( 6). It has as its objective the combination of
land, labor, and capital for the whole unit which maximizes the return
from these resources. This is done by identifying and examining alter
native courses of action for combining these resources.

The antici

pated receipts and expenses of each alternative are budgeted and a net
income computed as the basis for comparison with other alternatives.
Rather than considering just what has been done by others, the program
looks into the future in deteraining what can be done.

It should be

realized that all results from one ranch cannot necessarily be applied
to other ranches, but the method of analysis can.
Production of a good is useless without a reasonable demand for the
product. In other words markets are very closely related to the pro
duction of the good for that market.

Such is the case with forest pro

duction. In western Sanders County, where study Ranch B is located, it
became evident that the majority of the logs from ranch woodlands were
being sold to small sawmills.

When planning the woodland activities

for Ranch B, the stability of the market was xmknown. Therefore, an
investigation was made of the small sawmills to determine where they
secure their logs, where and how they sell their lumber, their credit
potential, a history of their mill activities, and other pertinent in
formation which would affect their stability.

During the course of the study a ntamber of gaps in knowledge were
encounteredo

It becarae a third and supplemental purpose of this study

to note these gaps and offer them as areas for potential fmture studies.

RMIEtf OF THE LITERATURE

Barraclough and Gould(5 ) came to three conclusions concerning
plans of forest management in New England? first, forest lands, espe
cially in farm woodlots, are managed as part of a larger operating 'uniti
secondly, practically all forest production problems have several possi
ble solutions! lastly, and most important, the owner is the person best
equipped to work out, evaluate, and choose among alternative f^nn and
forest operating plans.

However, this is so only when he has the right

kind of technical assistance for preparing the alternatives.

These investigators also found that a high level of intensity of
timber management would lead to sales about two and one-half times that
of low intensityi forty years would be rquired to reach this high level.
The low intensity assumes no stand iminrovement, and high-grading results
when the trees are valuable enough to attract a buyer.

Conversely, cul

tural treatments and proper harvest methods, to guarantee reproduction,
are assumed in the high level of management.

During the first decade

the relative contribution of the forest to the farm income would be in
creased from less than 10 per cent to over 25 per cent.

To have the

landowner adopt this high management level, four conditions must exists
one, a market for most of the intermediate productsj two, a long market
and price outlook for high quality timber that is favorablej three, ade
quate woods labor? and finally, a tax system that isn't too burdensome.
To have some typ« of credit to hold the woodland owner through slack
periods is a necessity.

-7-

-8Contiiralng,

these researchers found that input-output data, now

lacking, shotild be considered in two gmups for future researchi one
side should be viewed as biological (forest production), and the other
as physical (time studies of machinery and men.)
economic analysis alone is not enough.

They concluded that an

Records should be kept to vali

date the predictions and to improve the knowledge of the economics of
forest productions.
Campbell( 7 ) summarized the results of ten years of management on
an experimental forest in North Carolina.

Although the woodland con

tained the same amount of material at the end of the period, he con
cluded that the trees were of much higher quality.

A farmer, if he had

owned this land, could have earned a per acre annual net return of $3«55
for stumpage, $10.00 at the roadside, or $15.00 at the mill pond.
As thinnings become profitable, more cost studies will be needed
to determine biological and physical inpat and output data.

Two re

searchers Oi-O ) from the Pacific Northwest performed a time study on the
complete thinning process involved in a 50-year-old stand of Douglas
fir.

The material logged consisted mainly of 8-foot lengths, with min

imum top diameters of 7 inches.

At 7 inches diameter breast, high about

J>$\x board feet of trees were felled, bucked and skidded per man hour.
Horses were used for the skidding. The average increase in production,
as the diameter increased by one inch, was l55 board feet, with ll+
inches being the maximum log harvested.

Although the production calcu

lated in this west coast study would not fit in ai^ timber types in
western Montana, it is felt that the relative changes in production may
have some bearing on local thinning operations. For instance, over

-9twice the volume could be produced in a 10-inch stand as in a 7-inch
onej three times the volume can be produced in a 11-inch stand as in a
7-ineh| nearly twice the volume can be thinned in a lU-inch stand as in
a 10-inch stand.
Nelson(28) has assumed that felling, limbing, and bucking costs
from $2.50 to $3.00 per 1000 board feet, and skidding varies from $6.00
to $8.00.

He also found that hauling

from the landing to the mill

averages abotxt $.25 per 1000 board feet.
Many investigators have found that increased diameter and height
growth results from thinning.

Stage(33)

found that height growth of

dominant and co-dominant trees increased by 19 to 31 per cent following
thinnings.

Mowat(26) concluded that ponderosa pine increased in height

and diameter growth after thinning.
Krauter and Baker( 22) illustrated methods for calculating yields
from young-growth ponderosa pine.

Later, Baker(k ) demonstrated a

method for calculating expected net returns from managed and unmanaged
woodland stands that can be compared directly with net returns with
other uses of the land.
Throughout the Rocky Mountains a considerable acreage of the timberland continues to be grazed, particularly the rancher's own woodland.
Therefore, an intensive review of the literature concerning forest graz
ing

was madfe.

The objective of this search was to locate sound re

sults of grazing damages to the soil and tree reproduction, and to see
just how gracing is compatible with forestry. It was learned that the
general polifcy for establishing seedlings would be to overgraze during

-10the year of the seed fall, and have light grazing for a short time
after.
In one study the estimate of net returns from cattle on moderately
grazed areas was 38 per cent greater than light grazing, and 62 per
cent greater than heavy grazingfel).

Light grazing left 80-90 per cent

of the herbage, moderate 60-70 per cent, and heavy less than 50 per
cent.

Because of over-grazing Colwell( 8) indicates that on eastern

Washington ranges the grazing capacity has been reduced from UO acres
per cow to 300 acres.

Heerwagon(l8) maintains that moderately grazing

coupled with provisions for preventing livestock concentration, not
only results in negligible damage to young pine reproduction, but is of
a substantial benefit in reducing herbaceous competition and fire haz
ard.

Excessive grazing, however, is detrimental to ponderosa pine re

production, reduces forage production, results in erosion, site deteri
oration, and depletion of watershed values.
agree with this land use philosophy.

Smith and Stoddard(3l)

On heavily grazed lands the ero

sion was twice as severe as on moderately grazed areas(39).
Morris(25) indicates that where an overstory of timber prevails
and slopes are not excesgive, 5 to 10 surface acres are required to
maintain a cow a month. Overgrazed and poorly managed ranges and areas
of poor soils require much lighter stocking rates.

In areas of dry

parks and bunch grass, 1§ to 3 acres are required.

Grazing reduces the

amount of fuel in some areas. However, overgrazing may cause Bromus
tectorum to invade creating a highly inflamable fuel. Overgrazing on
coarse textured soils facilitates reproduction by reducing competition
from herbage species? on fine textured soils, grazing compacts the soil

-11and encourages bluegrass to sod, inhibiting Douglas fir and ponderosa
pine to reproduce.
Many studies have been performed that illustrate how tree crown
density affects the quantity of forage produced.

Read(30 ) finds that a

stand with $0 trees per acre supports 6 times as much herbage as a
stand with 375 trees per acre.

Halls(]5) maintains that although grass

production decreases as tree canoii^r increases, some grass still grows
mder heavy stands.

Pace(29) says that thinning immature pine stands

beyond accepted silvicultural standards is one way of increasing forage
supply.

He found I4.O pounds per acre dry weight of forage under a 70

per cent density, while under a clearcut, 2l60 pounds were attained.
Texas has reported 1200 poxinds per acre on a site of 50 per cent density(l6 ).

Hornkohn(20 ) comments that increasing timber sales business

and the resulting opening of the stands is increasing nutritious forage
for grazing.

Arnold( 3 )found that herbaceous density and harvested

grass yields declined as density increases because of litter accumula
tion.

Gaines, Campbell, and Brasington(l3 ) named two more reasons why

increasing density decreases forages one, the type of soil variesi two,
upland and bottomland forage varies because of brush competition.

Hor-

may(19)says that grazing goes from good immediately after logging to
practically nothing in 20 years. The trees form a canopy and grass is
reduced substantially.
In some parts of the country investigators have found that grazing
and forestry combined are \insatisfactory. Denuly(ll), with his twelve
years of experience, maintains that grazing can only be solved by ex
cluding cattle from the woodlands. In a Wisconsin study( 2 ) it has

-12been found that clearing one acre of forestland would provide enough
palatable forage to replace the amount produced by nearly 12 acres of
woodland pasture land.

The remaining woodland should be fenced.

Martin(23) says that the forester should be open-minded and view
the landowner's problem as one of money. Another study maintains that
where a grazing economy can be established on lands classed as poor for
tree growth, or on the average site in a non-stocked condition, the re
turns in dollars per acre will probably quickly exceed the returns from
growing trees, and the returns will come more quickly.
Gregory(ijj^) described a method for determining the combination of
uses on a particular piece of land which will bring the most net income.
However, he says that with the lack of input-output data this method
would produce results that are wo,rthless.

It would do little good to

plot from the uses, the volume return, production costs, iso-cost
curves, paths of expansion, and cost-revenue comparisons, when the basis
of the information is vague.

It is the opinion of some, however, that

in applying assumed figures in such a formula, the material needed for
actual application will be more definite.

METHOD OF MALTSIS

Most of the small private ownerships in western Montana were quite
heavily logged near the txim of the centurj.

Because smaller trees are

becoming merchantable, logging is again occurring on these same loca
tions.

The first objective, therefore, was to select ranches that rep

resent this type of forest condition. The budget analysis approach to
a ranch as a -unit requires that the landowner have a well kept summary
of income and expenditures and he must be willing to discuss these
figxires in detail.

The common figures accepted were those from income

tax schedules. A small ranch at Potomac, one at Frenchtown, and a
large ranch at Whitepine filled these major requirements.
For each operating unit many combinations of farm enterprises were
considered, and all but the more obvious usable combinations were dis
carded. The remaining few were discussed in detail.

One of the major

assumptions of a budget analysis is that a manager of the business has
as a goal profit maximization.

Consistent with this goal, -vdien the

landowner has a set of alternatives examined as to the net Income re
sults, he should be able to make rational decisions in his course of
activities.
In an interview with the landowners, the present financial situa
tions were discussed.

All incomes said costs were itemized under the

present conditions, with this being termed alternative 1. The Soil Con
servation Service supplied the basic maps of soil type, classes, and
use, and with this as a guide the entire operation was summarized.

-13-

-lULittle native rangeland exists on any of the ranches, although all
of the land is grazed.

Therefore, the area was examined to determine

possible returns from forest grazing.

Since little information could

be found, that would suggest income potential in dollars and cents, the
grazing figures were estimated by discussions with local government and
University personnel.
It has been suggested that in western Sanders County, the majority
of the sawlogs are sold to small portable and semi-portable sawmills.
Since

a market for woodlot material must exist before any woodland

plans can be prepared, an investigation of the economic structure of
the local small mills was included as part of the study.

Three mills

of this category are located near Study Ranch B.
Crop production potential was predicted after consultation with
representatives of the Soil Conservation Service, the Extension Service,
and the landowners.

Production is quite well known in the Frenchtown

and Potomac areas; the reverse can be said of western Sanders County.
Nelson(28) has some figures on hay production, both improved and unim
proved, which are useful on Ranch B.
By far the most important part of this study is the analysis of
timber production and how it is or could be considered as part of the
entire tmit.

Stoltenberg( 3!;) describes how everyone is interested in

the method of management of forested lands, grouping the people as
landowners, industry, and consumers.

Each group has similiar interests,

but from slightly different viewpoints.
they satisfy desires.
needs.

Forests are a means to an endj

All groups have several ways of meeting their

All are interested in costs as well as returns. Finally, all

-15are Interested most in finding those particular woodlands and associated
forestry practices that will yield the greatest value of increased pro
duction relative to the forestry practice cost.

Similiarly, this study

attempts to determine potential net returns from forested areas of a
ranch. If it can be seen that an investment, often highly limited, can
return more money—net income—in forest management, than if invested
elsewhere on the ranch, the obvious result would be to allocate this
money to forestry.

On the other hand, the opposite may be truej more

net income may result in investing the money to improve the cropland.
Then, considering the assumptions involved in predicting the income
from forests, one would conclude that the money should be allocated to
the improvement of the cropland. Described in a negative version, the
money should not be used for woodland management.

Therefore, from the

viewpoint of the landowner, who has a combination of land, forest,
range, and cropland, his alloted money for ranch improvement should go
to the area yielding the greatest net return.
The specific assumptions concerning future income predictions are
described in detail in the write-up of the respective ranches. The es
timate of future net income from forests on Ranch A and G is guided
mainly by ponderosa pine yield tables, while on Ranch B the volime pre
dictions were made by boring trees which were obviously grown rnider non
competitive circumstances. This is explained more specifically in the
section for Ranch B.

RANCH A

Ranch A is located in the Potomac Valley 25 miles east of Missoula
on U. S. Highway 20. The valley extends for six to seven itdles, being
only a few miles wide at its widest point.

The relatively fertile "bot

tomland soils produce a fair stand of grain and hay, with water supply
for irrigation limited during the more critical summer months.

The sur

rounding mountains contain ponderosa pine on the south aspects, while
Douglas fir and western larch grow in a mixed condition on the north
slopes.

A bench, several hundred yards wide, slopes gently to the south

along the base of a much steeper ridge separating the Blackfoot River
from the Potomac.

Beef ranching is the main source of income for the

inhabitants, and cattle graze the nearby mountains and benches.
Presently, nearly all produce is shipped to Missoula, the market
for beef, hogs, wool and sheep, dairy products, Christmas trees, and
sawlogs. The beef can be sold at auction sales, directly to a buyer,
or contracted with a bijyer in spring and sold in the fall at a prede
termined price.

The latter is a common practice, but it appears that

the greatest share of stock is sold at the Missoula Livestock Auction
Company. The seller can listen to the radio, or attend the sales per
sonally, to decide when the selling price just about suits him.
Hogs, sheep, horses, and other farm animals are sold by a variety
of methods. In general these animals are too few in number in the Poto
mac area to detail the methods of sales. Hog prices are annually and
periodically cyclic, with the 1959 season exhibiting a very low price.
-16-

-17It may be possible to consider any one, or a combination of these ani
mals as an alternative for ranch management, but experience shows that
the Potomac valley is limited to beef, dairy, and forestry.
It becomes difficult to analyze the dairy situation, financially,
due to a change in the production requirements of daiiymen. IdJhen a
rancher decides to manage his ranch with dairy cattle as a main source
of income, it is necessary for him to be quite sure of the price per
pound of butterfat. The reason for this seems quite plain, since large
initial investments must be planned for a milking parlor and bulk tank
storage.

Recently, however, it appeared that milk prices were quite un

stable, even though they are somewhat controlled by law.
A dairyman is informed of the price for his milk, both quota and
surplus. (The quota is the amount produced during a low production
winter month| surplus milk is that produced in excess of the qtiota the
rest of the year.) A new ruling, passed by the milk purchaser, from
which is briefly stated: the rancher must produce 20 per cent more than
the present quota during the shortest winter month, or else the quota
will be reduced accordingly(38).

Since the price of surplus milk, now

termed manufacturing milk, is much lower than the quota price, hard
ships occur to those who have parhcased the expensive equipment.

For

these reasons other ranchers refrain from entering the dairy business,
and Ranch A will not be analyzed as a dairy ranch.
There are no sawmills located within 20 miles of the Potomac Val
ley, although occassionally a portable mill will set up when enough
volume warrants it. Logs are normally trucked to Missoula, milled there,
and shipped throughout the United States.

A pulp plant, located 10

-18Biiles west of the city, acquires all of its raw material as wastes from
sawmills, but at some future date it may begin purchasing wood directly
from the land.

A veneer plant is now being constructed just outside

the city limits, but the source of supply from which it intends to buy
its material is not yet predictable.
farms and ranches.

No dsubt, some will come from

Montana still is a great Christmas tree producing

state, and Missoula acts as a center for distribution from neighboring
areas.
Viewing the general background of the operator of Ranch A, it can
be seen that he is well versed in ranching and has some interest in for
estry.
ness.

He was raised on this ranch, primarily in the beef cattle busi
After being discharged from the military services, he enrolled

in the School of Forestry at Montana State University. Upon completion
of this first year of college, a choice had to be made as to whether he
should continue on through school or become owner and operator of the
family ranch. After considerable deliberation, ranching was choosen,
and the operator has managed the ranch since.

As can be seen in the

choice of major in college, he is interested in trees, but he has very
little knowledge of forestry.
This ranch owner, a cooperator with the Soil Conservation District,
and progressive in his raiching practices, is open minded to suggestions
on how to improve the management of his ranch. He and his wife have
three children. This rancher has been very cooperative in this study,
and he views his timber as a possibility for additional income, if not
now, then later for his children.
The ranch has sufficient buildings and machinery needed for the

-19owner to perform any of the necessities of beef ranching and forest culttire.

A siibstantial sum of money, however, would be necessary for ini

tiating a dairy program (mainly milking machines, milking parlor, and
storage tank) and, as mentioned, will not be considered.

Some of the

present equipment includes two farm tractors, a small caterpillar trac
tor, and machinery required for tilling the soil and haying operations.
The operator uses no baler, since he feels that a baler would reduce
his net income.

At the present time he stacks his h^ with a fork lift

mounted on the front of a tractor.
Although an open hay barn and a new machine shed are planned soon,
the present buildings are sufficinet for beef management. To reduce
the loss of quality in the hay, it has been proposed that the hay should
be stored in a shed with protection from moisture.

With the recent pur

chase of machinery, storage area for the machinery has become deficient
but a new shed is planned.

The buildings consist of a dwelling, a calv

ing and dairy barn, a repair shop complete with arc welder, and a chicken
house.

Alternative 1
The major source of income is derived from the sale of calves from
a breeding herd of 6o Herefords. Most of the calves are sold at the
end of the first season with a few being kept for replacement of the
herd.

The cows are bred to begin calving in late February and March,

which allows enough time for the calves to weigh about hOO pounds at
sale time. The mortality of calves is reduced during this early calving
time by using a calving shed; during excessive cold weather the calves

-20are insiired some protection.

The operator raises enough hay and oats

on the ranch to provide for the herd of beef cows, three horses, and
six dairy COTSS.

During the suBimer months, the cattle are under permit

to graze on a portion of the Lubrecht Experimental Forest, a 20,000acre tract of land granted to the Montana State University School of
Forestry. The operator uses his forest land for early spring and late
fall grazing, resulting in a severely overgrazed condition.
A substantially smaller source of income results from the sale of
cream, hogs, and from Agricultural Conservation Program cost sharing.
Six dairy cows are kept and the milk is separated, with the cream being
sold and the skim milk fed to the hogs.

Two brood sows rear two litters

of pigs per year, some being sold and others for home use.

Also for

home consumption are chickens, eggs, and garden produce.
Occassionally off-farm work is done, but this occurs irregularly.
In the fall the operator has cut CShristmas trees purchased from neigh
boring owners and sold them in Missoula.

Some swapping of work is done

during branding in the spring and roundup fa the fall.

During the hay

ing season, however, the operator hires part-time help.
With the exception of a few dollars, no income has originated from
forest products.

Recently, some of the field boundaries were straight

ened, requiring some merchantable trees to be sold.

Although AGP p^-

ments are available for stand improvement, none has been requested.
Also, no voluntary stand improvement work has been performed.
An analysis of the present income and expenditures was derived by
averaging the past 5 years as illustrated in Table 1.

A summary of the

budget can be found in Table 10. Most of the items are self-explantory.
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TABLE I
Present Financial Suininary Resulting From
Average of Past Five Years of Ranch A

Income ($)
cattle
cream
AGP
horses
hogs
rent
hay
Christmas trees
(off-ranch)
sawlogs

195li

1955

1956

1957

1958

Average

193

6130
289

7117
296

6229
292

762

l45ii

1U2

7603
626
550
320
k6l
20

l5ik

936

6317
339
110
6k
365
k
k90

Ul7

590

270
20

255
k

Total income

Expenses ($)
labor
feeds
seeds
machine hire
supplies
repairs
breeding
fertilizer
veterinary
gas and oil
taxes
insurance
utilities
range lease
interest
auto upkeep
miscellaneous
depreciation

680
795
132

626
96U
62

lii08
5h7

372
92
15

272
51i8

1^06
356

183
209
535
172
k2
558
kl
105
kl
825

10
185
771
575
113
70
706
108
21^
991

227
827
570
150
lit5
918
81
256
3k
1051

kSk
koi
67
233
lt03
ii06
23
8k
973
555
1U3
110
556
2U9
1175

250
736
123
7I4
730
521
189
310
785
k98
55
293
555

660
361
1068

19kB

68ii
689
77
61
k31
385
7
25
198
713
5k7
127
132
6S9
2k
276
92
1022

Total expenses

6l55

Net annual income

1793

-22Labor was hired for haying, feeds for creep-feeding calves, machine
hire for baling, and breeding for the dairy stock.

Creep feeding allows

the calves a better start towards I4.OO poiinds by permitting them to eat
grain in pens too small for raatiire cows. The baling was done whenever
some h^ was in condition to bale and when a custom baler was available
in the neighborhood.
The present land use of Ranch A is divided as follows! wooded 176
acres, all of which is grazedj pasture 55 acres? and cropland liil acres.
Including the homestead, the total acreage amounts to 375 acres.

Alternative 2
When an intensive land use plan is prepared, there is little rea
son for considering any practice which causes soil deterioration.

Pre

sently, the woodland is severely overgrazed, but the plans call for
fence construction and controlled grazing.

Any particular use must

fall, for the purposes of this study, within the limitations established
by the Soil Conservation Service( 32).
Field Number 1 is classified as Capability Class Yl. The SCS
Manual(32) states that Class VI land can be maintained as forest, if
it's a forest site, or it can be grazed, but under a controlled system.
Presently the area is fenced, except for a distance of three-fourths of
a mile from the northwest corner to the most northerly east comer.
Although the operator feels that he should refrain from constructing
the fence, this alternative will be planned as if the fence is conrstructed.

Observing the forage one can see that the area has been

severely over-grazed. Although the owner's and the neighbor's cattle

-23feed heavily on this area, he feels that a fence -would be an obstruction
to the fall roundup of his nei^bor's cattle.

These social relations

are important when -working with the farmer and the rancher.

Many times

a social aspect far out-J»eighs the economic possibilities.
Alternative 2 considers the forest lands managed for timber only
along -with the beef production.

Four courses of action appear to be

most obvious on the forested areasj (l) remove all grazing and thin the
present stand; (2) clearcut all trees and prepare the soil for dryland
pasturei (3) use some combination of grazing and forest management; and
(ii) leave the stand in a non-managed condition and graze properly, re
ducing the number of stock now grazing there.
Since the soil is highly subject "bo erosion on Field 1, the clearcutting-permanent pasture alternative will be considered no further.
The slope is classified as steep or hilly and the surface soil texture
is moderately heavy. It may be possible to remove the trees with little
soil erosion, but it is felt -that in preparing the soil for improved
range, the very fine textured soil will move do-wn the slope—very se
verely if it rains before cover has been re-established.
As mentioned, one method of using this field is "to remove the graz
ing and perform intermediate cuttings.

The big question arises; how

much will this cost now, and how much will be returned -bo the lando-wner
at future dates for his investment in these thinning operations?

A de

tailed explanation is given at this time of the method of determining
the answer "to this question.

After this explanation a discussion fol

lows concerning the other two alternatives of land use on Field 1, that
of combining grazing and forestry, and that of grazing and no improve-
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inents in forestry.
It must be remembered that there are literally htmdreds of ways to
perform thinning practices.

For simplicity, the method used, the growth

predictions and the costs and income are asstxmed, but are derived from
as reliable sources as could be found.

So that the reader will recog

nize that other assumptions are possible, ^d that any other assumption
will affect the final results, a brief discussion follows each assump
tion.

Tables are prepared to show, in a condensed manner, the list of

assumptions concerning each field on -v^ich there are, or can be, trees.
Thinning studies in the northern Rocky Mountain area are few. The
descriptions of the thinnings that were done, and are being continued,
show no relation to release after thinning in comparison with the volumes
predicted by normal yield tables. In every case read the increase in
growth, as a result of release, has been compared to a nearby control
plot.

The control plot does not represent the respective figures of

the normal yield table.

How much, then, do they vary?

Take diameter

growth as an example? if one thinned a stand of ponderosa pine that rep
resented age 60, site index 90, would the resulting trees left increase
in diameter over and above the yield table predictions?

How much?

For

the purpose of analysis, the two staiuds of forest on Ranch A will have an ^
asstimed increase of 100 per cent in diameter growth from continued thin
nings at lO-year intervals.

Two factors cause this increased growth;

(1) thinnings normally remove the smaller than average trees, thereby
increasing the average diameter prior to growth? (2) some increase in
growth occurs, since some competition must occur even in a normal stand
represented by the yield tables.

-25As far as height growth is concerned, Stage(33) indicates that ponderosa pine in western Montana shows a marked increase in diameter
growth and height growth following thinning. Here again, does this
height increase compare with normal yields tables, or does this in
crease represent taller trees than allowed in the yield tables?

Since

Table 1 (Meyers) specifically states height of dominant and co-darainant
trees, this study will assume no increase in height as a result of thin
ning.
The results from a cruise of the timber in some ways vary from ex
pected results as described by Bulletin 630(2U)' The reasons for the
variations are explained by the growing conditions of the trees. In
some parts of the stand, the trees are dispersed quite evenly, but this
occurs only in limited situations. The normal occurrence finds the
forest growing in patchy conditions, with many of the trees existing in
a suppressed state.

Around the edge of the patches the trees have been

released for a number of years.

On smaller areas no trees exist at all.

The average basal area is about 70 per cent, as determined by comparing
the yield tables with the measured basal area. Under some circumstances
it might be concluded that 70 per cent is thin enough, but as can be ob
served in the nature of the dispersal of the trees, thinning must be
done to accomplish the increased growth within the patches.
It would be an economic impossibility to plot each patch and de
termine the aiftDunt of trees in good growing conditions and those in sup
pressed states.

Realizing that maiy complications are envolved, for

simplicity sake the calculations of the per acre returns will be assumed
on a normal stand, and then pro-rated over the entire stand.

For in^-

-26stance, there are 138 acres in Field 1. Seventy per cent of this
equals about 97 acres.

A mathematical proportion will determine the per

acre return on the 138 acres.

With grazing removed the open areas will

likely become stocked, but it is felt that predictions past the end of
the present rotation are too unstable due to numerous uncertainties, and
therefore, no account is made of the stocking of these small openings.
Very little of the present stand can be marketed, since sawlogs
continue to be the only sale for "bull pine," local name for second
growth Finus ponderosa.
Under the government cost-sharing program, however, a rancher can
receive a substantial portion of the cost of the first thinning, and in
some instances all of the expense.

In presenting a schedule of thin

nings, their costs and returns, it will be assumed that the payment re
ceived for the first thinning will just equal the costs, which includes
labor.

At this point it is worth mentioning that everyone desires a

return for an investment and return for labor. However, the rate of
returns demanded varies considerably by individuals. If a rancher or
farmer measured the amount of hours worked for a specified income, he
would find that he earns very little per hour.

Therefore, it seems

sensible to say that ACP cost-sharing pays for the entire thinning pro
gram, as there is little more envolved than labor.

Depreciation and

operation of a chain saw would accoTint for only a small portion of the
costs.

Under the present program, the government will pay up to $32.^0

per acre, 80 per cent of the total estimated cost.
Table 2 illustrates the volumes removed, and the volumes remain
ing if the stands are not harvested, at consecutive 10-year intervals

TABLE

2

Determination of Volumes Removed and Left at Ten Tear Intervals
Ranch A
Field 1
Site Index 60

Age
class

Average
diameter
no *
100 %
increase increase

Basal
area
before'JW
after
thinning thinning

Number
trees
cut
left

167

90

9U7

7614

23

Average
height

Volume
one
Volume in board feet
tree removed remaining total

50

U.2

60

5.1

6.0

150

65

U32

332

h2

70

6.0

7.8

150

95

U5

287

hi

80

7.0

9.8

150

160

85

202

52

10

850

2,020

2,770

90

7.9

11.6

150

llU

U9

153

57

hi

2,009

6,273

9,132

100

8.8

13.U

150

117

3U

119

60

71

2,UlU

8,UU9

13,722

110

9.7

15.2

150

123

22

97

63

115

2,530

11,155

18,958

120

10.5

16.8

150

128

ll

83

66

16I4

2,296

13,612

23,711

130

.11.2

18.2

150

128

12

71

69

212

2,551+

15,052

27 ,695

lUo

11.9

19.7

i5o

133

8

63

71

313

2,5oU

19,719

3U,866

150

12.5

20.9

i5o

73

357

22,U9l

* Table 5 (2ii)

•«(- Table h (2U)

63
Table 1 (2U)

Table 3h (2U)

37,638

-28for Field 1.

The average diameter is listed in two columns, the first

read from the yield tables and the second assumes a 100 per cent in
crease as a result of thinning. If the diameter release did not reach
this figure, fewer trees would be removed at each cutting, and the trees
cut would necessarily have less diameter.

Additional years would be re

quired to reach merchantable size, and the annual net income per acre
would be reduced. More clearly defined, annual net income should be
annual equivalent net income, since the cash from the trees will not
actually be pocketed each year.
As explained by Krauter and Baker(22) the control of the thinning
is regulated by the basal area.

It can be seen in Figure li of the

yield tables that the basal area in square feet per acre increases rap
idly in the younger years of an even-aged stand, slows down, and finally
flattens.

There is a point in which the basal area increase begins to

increase at a decreasing rate. For the purpose of this study this will
be called the control point.
to exceed this point.

At no time will the basal area be allowed

As can be seen, when the site index, the total

height of co-dominant and dominant trees in 100 years, increases, the
maximum basal area increases, as does the control point. Field 1 has a
site index of 60, a maximum basal area of 169 square feet per acre, and
the control point will be 150 sq\iare feet per acre.

Hereafter in this

study, the basal area will be written only with a number, i.e., 150.
If the basal area control point is set too low, the stand may, un
necessarily, be understocked. If it is too high, competition for light,
water and nutrients will be effective enough to allow little release
in diameter growth.

-29•When the diameter growth, the length of the growing period, and
the control point are known, it is a simple process to determine the
ntimber of trees to leave at the beginning of the cutting cycle.

By di

viding the basal area of one tree ten years hence into the control point,
the result will be the number of trees per acre to leave at the begin
ning of the cycle.

Therefore, at the end of the cycle, the basal area

will be 1$0 in Field 1.

By substracting the number of trees to be left

from the present number, the number of trees to be removed can be de
termined.
Average height is taken from Table 1 of the yield tables. The
volume of each tree is secured from Table 3U(2i4.).

Using a double pro

portion, the volume was determined to the nearest board foot.
Assuming that it would take 30 years before any merchantable
volume could be removed, and assuming that the government paid the cost
of the first thinning, the annual equivalent net income was determined
for each consecutive period.

Table 2 illustrates the method used.

Using 3 per cent compound interest, each cost and each income were pro
jected to the respective future date.

At the time this ranch was

studied, 3 per cent was used for long terra government bonds.

This net

future income, the difference between the futxire costs and future in
come, is discounted to an annual value, the annual equivalent net income.
Table 3 shows that the highest annual equivalent net income per
acre for Field 1 is $0.6U, occxiring at age lUO, or 90 years from now.
$25 was invested at age 6o, another $25 invested at age 70 for thinnings.
Gould this $50 per acre be allocated on some other ranch area, and earn
a higher return, regardless of -vdiether the investment was in timber or

TABLE 3
Determination of Maximmn Net Annual Return Per Acre
Ranch A Field Number 1
Site 60
3 ^
Age

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

liiO

150

60

-25.00 -33.60

-ii5.l5

-60.68

-81.55

-109.60

-1U9.5U

-197.95 -266.02

70

-25.00

-33.60

-U5.15

-60.68

- 81.55

-109.60

-lU9.5h

6.37
15.15

8.56

11.50

15.U6

20.78

27.93

37.53

50.104

18.08
56.16

2U.30

32.65

U3.89

58.98

79.26

106.52

80

90

-197.95 -266.02

<

25.3U
88.72

100

-357.50

110

3U.05

U5.77

61.51

82.66

111.09

30.36
133.86

Uo .80

5I4.83

73.69

99.03

31.00
183.77

I4.I.66

55.99

75.25

38.16
225.78

51.28

68.92

Ul.32
325.37

55.53

120
130
iko

UoU.8U

150
Future net income

-57.23

-22.73

7.63

55.23

106.87

161.36

283.13

3U8.10

Annual equivalent
net income

-1.21

-3.01

-.07

'3k

.U6

.50

.6h

.57

-23.58

-6.97

-1.7U

9.37

13.50

15.17

19.82

18.10

Present income

-31crops? In fact, what piece of land wotild yield tire highest annual
ret\irn?

Before drawing any conclusions, the rest of the operating \init

will be discussed, keeping in mind this question, and also how the total
net income for the entire unit has changed.
Another possible use of Field 1 is controlled grazing, performing
no timber stand improvements.

The trees will be harvested as they

reach merchantable size, recognizing that this will occur in no less
than 30 or UO years.

Controlled grazing in itself will allow the stand

to approach maximum stocking, thereby reducing the forage yield. Mhat
little damage is done to the tree seedlings will likely be trampling,
since, under proper grazing, the cattle will eat only the more palatable
species.
Little is known about carrying capacities of forested lands in
western Montana. The normal procedure for determining this figure con
siders mostly trends; when the range progresses up the ecological suc
cession, the range is being properly grazed or undergrazedj when the
range regresses, overgrazing is occuring.
made then accordingly.

Adjustments of animals are

But no definite method has been Irtvented to de

termine the grazing value in relation to the soil, or in relation to
the density of trees.
About May 15 the cattle can be turned into Field 1. During the fol
lowing 2 months, the grass remains very palatable and. If allowed, the
stock will graze very closely. The area must be protected from over-use
if the range is to Improve and require less acres per cow month than it
can now carry. The first move to control the use of this range requires
construction of a fence along the north boiindary.

After this has been

-32done, it may be possible to calculate the net return, as a result of
beef production, from grazing.
In analyzing the potential net income, Morris suggests, pro-rating a
portion of costs and income, incurred at other times during the year,
to the specific range area.

For example, if the forested area could be

grazed safely for 6 months, the net income from the said area will be

6/12 of the income from the beef produced on this area. This procedtire
will be used in comparing retiirns from forest management to those retiims from grazing the same piece of land, with forest management and
without forest management.
The basic assumptions arej beef is produced at 1.5 pounds per day,
or

pounds per month, and the price of beef is $0.25. Table U shows

the net income per acre for grazing seasons of U,5, and 6 months when
various acreage is required to sustain a cow. Field 1 has approximately
5 months grazing season, and under the present over-grazed conditions,
20 acres are required to keep a cow for one month.

Reading from the

table., it can be seen that the net income is $0.23 per acre, $O.Ul less
than timber management. Two points should be kept in mind:

the opera

tor will be receiving the $0.23 now, and every year, for grazing, while
under timber management a man's life may be too short to see the cash
return; and, cattle can be grazed, to some extent, in forests without
any harm to trees.
Since cattle and timber are compatible, to what extent should graz
ing and timber management be performed?

The answer to this question

would make many a rancher and forester happy.

A study in this field of

ranching is certainly warranted; the nation's demand for increased

TABLE U
Determination of Net Income Per Acre From Grazing For Seasons of U, 5, and 6 Ifonths
For Various Animal Unit Momths Required Per Cow

Acres
required
per cow
month

Gain in
pounds
daily monthly

Gross
Price
of beef
gain
per
in
pound
dollars

Four
month
grazing
season

Five
month
grazing
season

Six
month
grazing
season

U

5

6

months

months

months

Net

Return

Per

Acre

1.0

1.5

H5

$0.25

$11.25

$3.75

$14.. 68

$5.62

$3.75

$U.68

$5.62

1.5

1.5

U5

0.25

11.25

3.75

U.68

5.62

2.50

3.12

3.75

2

1.5

kS

0.25

11.25

3.75

i ;.68

5.62

1.88

2.3U

2.81

5

1.5

U5

0.25

11.25

3.75

ii.68

5.62

.75

.9U

1.12

10

1 .5

ii5

0.25

11.25

3.75

U.68

5.62

.37

.U7

.56

15

1 .5

k$

0.25

11.25

3.75

U.68

5.62

.25

.31

.37

20

1.5

U5

0.25

11.25

3.75

U.68

5.62

.19

.23

.28

25

1.5

145

0.25

11.25

3.75

U.68

5.62

.15

.19

.22

30

1.5

hS

0.25

11.25

3.75

U.68

5.62

.12

.16

.19
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timber prodaction may be partly satisfied, much more so than it is nowi
the rancher will know what constitutes the highest financial return to
^ich he can use his land.
It is suggested that a possible method of determining which com
bination to use is one in relation to forage production and crown densi
ty.

Although some authors have hinted towards this viewpoint, none

have suggested it fully.

By plotting net annual income from grazing

and from timber of different crown densities, it can be determined at
what point the returns would be the largest.

A researcher may discover

that on some sites, forestry or grazing may yield greater returns than
any combination of the two.

Figure 1 is just a visual method of ex

plaining this method. Gregory(-lij.) has also suggested a method for eco
nomically determining the best combination.
If the timber remains in the present tinmanaged condition, and

the

grazing is controlled, the number of acres required to maintain a cow
will gradually increase over a number of years.

With continued con

trolled grazing the trees seedlings will survive and reduce the avail
able forage.

To use figures, the present estimated acreage requirement

is 20 acres, and this increases to 30 acres over a rotation.

When 25

acres will be assumed the net income for a 5-roonth season is $0.19 per
acre as read from Table i;.

The landowner will receive some money from

merchantable timber at some future date, but he will receive grazing
money each year.
With no cattle allowed to graze on Field 1

and the timber is man

aged under a thinning program, which yields the highest annual income,
the return will be $0,614. per acre. This maximum amount will occur if

-35FIGURE 1

HTpothetical Curve Showing Net Income From
Grazing and Forestry Combined
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-36the thinnings are contintied to age 1I4O, when a harvest cut removes the
rest of the stand.
To use an example of controlled grazing plus timber management, we
will assume that Figure 1 shows the maxiitmm net return as being $0.50
per year for timber and $0.1|7 for grazing.

The timber income is re

duced because the thinnings maintain a stand stocked below what it could
produce. The acreage required per cow decreased since more forage
grows under a more opened stand. The total net income would be $0.97
per acre, $0.33 more than timber management alone, and $0.7i4. more per
acre than grazing alone.
Field 2, a 28-acre woodland, is entirely fenced, but heavily over
grazed.

Slopes are at a miniroum, and since the Soil Conservation Ser

vice classifies this area IV and better, it can support forage crops
with little damage to the soil.
cerning the land use.
are compatible?

Therefore, three problems exist con

First, what combination of grazing and timber

Two, could the money invested in timber management on

this land have a higher return on some other land on this ranch unit,
or three, will Field 2 yield more income from another use besides tim
ber?
Derived from the volumes of Table

Table 6 shows the equivalent

annual net return to be $3.89, earned in 55 years. Using 15 acres per
animal unit month (AIM) for food requirements, and a 5-nionth season, the
present income from grazing amounts to $0.31 per acre under controlled
grazing. Here again, no one knows "s^at the best combination of grass
and trees would be.

For variety it will be assumed that no combination

will have as high an income as forest management alone, thereby leaving

TABLE

5

Determination of Volumes Removed and Left at Ten Tear Intervals
Ranch A
Field 2
Site Index 70

Age
class

Average
diameter
no *
100 %
increase increase

Basal
area
after
before
thinning thinning

Ntimber
trees
cut
left

181;

121

153

li82

37

Average
height

Volume
one
Volume in board feet
removed
remaining total
tree

65

6.8

70

7.3

7.8

160

101

177

306

56

80

8.3

9.8

160

110

95

211

61

20

1,900

i;,220

6,120

90

9.3

11.8

160

117

57

15U

66

52

2,96U

8,008

12,872

100

10.3

13.8

160

126

33

121

70

105

3,U65

12,705

21,03U

110

11.2

15.6

160

129

2U

97

7U

158

3,792

15,326

27,1017

120

12.1

17. U

160

I3U

16

81

77

2lU

3,U2l4

17,33U

32,879

130

12.9

19.0

160

liiO

10

71

80

280

2,800

19,880

38,225

lUo

13.6

20.U

160

iia

9

62

83

351;

3,186

21,9148

li3,U79

150

IU.3

21.8

160

62

0

86

U36

27,032

0

148,563

* Table 5 (2U)

^ Table

( 2U)

Table 1 ( 2I4.)

Table 3 h ( 2 U )

TABLE 6
Determination of Highest Net Annual Return Per Acre
Ranch A
Field No. 2
Site 70
3 % Interest Rate

Age
65

65

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

lllO

150

-25.00

-33.60

-U5.15

-60.68

-81.55

-109.60

-1U7.29

-197.95

-266.02

lli.25
lU.77

19.15

25.7U

3U.59

U6.U8

62.U7

83.96

112.83

26.68
72.07

35.86

I48.19

6U.76

87.03

116.96

157.19

36.39
133.a

U8.90

65.72

88.33

118.70

159.53

U5.50
183.91

61.15

82.18

110. UU

11^8. U2

U6.22
23ii.01

62.12

83. U8

112.19

ii2.00
298.20

56.iii;

75.86

52.57
362. lii

70.65

AGP

70

80
90

100
110
120
130
liiO

i5o
Future
Net Income
Annual
Net Income
Future
Net Income
Annual
Net Income

U86.57
- U.58

72.75

170.72

272. 9U

l408.7ii

575.ou

786.7k

1057.22

.25

2.00

2.82

3.01

3.00

2.96

2.89

2.80

29.02

117.90

231.bo

361.09

518.3U

722,33

98U.69

1323.2li

1.56

3.22

3.83

3.89

3.81

3.71

3.61

3.50

-39$3.89 per acre the highest net income.

Actually, the net Income may ap

proach $k to $5 per acre under proper management of both trees and for
age.
Field 2 can be considered as a possibility for hay production.
The following analysis will assume this land use.

From what can be

found in literature, land clearing costs vary from $25 to $500 per
acre and more depending upon the amount and size of obstructions. $90
seems to be the clearing costs for the western Sanders County, where
larch stumps often reach US to $0 inches in diameter(27).

Since Field

2 is stocked with second-growth timber of small size, and the area is
rather flat, $50 will be the assumed costs for clearing an acre of land
to a condition well enough to plow.
Table 7 shows a breakdown of the individual costs and income. For
comparison the annual equivalent costs are subtracted from the annual
equivalent income.

Asstiming the figures, it can be seen that the net

income per acre per year is $19.29. This is considerably greater than
$3"89 or $3.01 earned from woodland management. From the viewpoint of
the operator*s pocketbook, therefore, the woodland should be converted
to pastureJ he would be irrational to do otherwise.
The proper procedure for improving the ranch as unit involves in
vestments on the best soils first, working up the ladder, and finally
investing in the poorer areas.

For example, suppose there are two

types of soils with two different uses. Type one assumes that hay is
being raised, while on type two, trees grow.

At the present time, in

this hypothetical example, the hay production is far from maximum, but
is returning more net income per acre than the timber, which is part

-iiO-

TABLE 7

Determination Of Net Income Per Acre For Field 2
Permanent Improved Dryland Pasture

land clearing
annual equivalent costs

$50.00
$ 2.32

Six-year rotation (maintainance)
plow once
@ $14..00 per acre
disk twice
@ i.Uo
@
.85
harrow twice
@ i.Uo
seed;drilling
@ 6.00
seeds cost
fertilizer: 300# treble superphosphate
annual equivalent costs

$ U.oo
2.80
1.70
i.Uo
6.00
12.20
$28.10

six years

—

7-51

Haying costs @ 2 tons per acre(unirrigated)
mow
$ 1.80
rake
1.UO
bale and haul
10.00

$13.20
Grand total

13.20
$20.71

$1^0.00

Income @ $20.00 per ton
Annual net income

$19.29

-hl-

way through rotation xinder a "normal" condtion. The landowner has some
money available for improving his ranch. To receive the highest net in
come for his investment, he should spend the money improving the h^land,
until any additional investment in hay would return the same net income
per acre as would be yielded if this additional investment was allocated
to forestry.
To relate this economic "rule" to Ranch A, the operator has 17ii
acres of cropland, and 176 acres of timberland.

A discussion with the

operator, smd a visual observation of the cropland, shows that the crop
land and timberland could use some improvement.

From timber the returns

from Field 1 are $0.6U per acre, and. from Field 2, $3»89 per acre.
investment for these fields are $50 and $25 respectively.

The

Comparing the

two fields, obviously. Field 2 should be thinned prior to thinning
Field 1. However, a $25 per acre investment in the cropland would un
doubtedly yield a much higher rettim than Field 2.

Shorter crop rota

tions and fertilizer applications amounting to an investment of $25 per
acre would bring higher net income to this operator.

Once this land has

been improved substantially, any additional fertilizer may increase net
income less than an equivalent investment on Field 2 when converting
this land from timber to hay.
In economics the reasoning behind this reaction of forces relates
to the Law of Diminishing Returns. According to this law(l2), if the
input of certain factors are increased, while the quantities of other
factors are held constant, beyond a certain point the rate of increase
in output and thus the marginal product of the variable factors, will
decline, and will decline at an increasing rate. This Law is based

-h2-

on two premises: a given technology and the units of the various factors
employed are homogeneous, the additional units being added are of equal
efficiency.
The constant factors in Ranch A are the respective land areasj the
176 acres of woodland is kept constant as well as the 17U acres of crop
land.

The certain factor that is increased is money for land improve

ment.

Alternative 3
Considering all the assumptions mentioned, heretofore, one must con
clude that this operator should not invest any money in his forest land.
This conclusion may seem a bit drastic to those who have spent many
hours preparing bulletins, demonstrations, and speeches in their daily
duty of selling farm forestry.
conclusion, however.

Some adjustments may be needed to this

Suppose the rancher had a month or two in which

some time is available for work.

He has maybe a dozen alternatives as

to what to do. If this occurs in the fall or spring, he may be able to
employ his time in cropland improvement; he may cut Christmas trees for
someone else, or initiate some other off-ranch activity.

He may want

to take a vacation in the South, a hunting trip, and the like. If the
spare time occurs in the winter, he may choose to ski, or watch tele
vision, or he

may like to work out-of-doors.

Since little other work

can be done during winter months, and the rancher desires to do some
work on the ranch, he can apply himself in the forest. With this in
mind it may be acceptable to some economists not to charge for the labor
involved, thus terming this free-time labor, supplementary(l7 ).

Table 8

and 9 show the annual equivalent net income for Site 60 and Site 70, if

TABLE 8
Determination of Highest Net Annual Return Per Acre
Ranch A
Field #1
Site 60
3 % Interest Rate
No Labor Charge

Age

50

50

30.00

60

60

UO.32

70

5U.18

80

90

100

72,82

97.86

36.10

U8.51

65.20

59.28
160.16

79.67

110

130

lliO

150

237.53

319.23

h29.02

576.56

87.63 117.76

158.26

212.69

285.83

1U3.89

193.37

259.88

3I49.25

97.78 131. lil

176.61

237.3i4

318.97

83. U2 112.11
3U1.57
78.75
398.68

.150.66

119.07

272.12

105.83

llj.2.23

191.15

67.20
U77.12

90.31

121.37

79.65
5U8.70

107. Oil

131-51 176.75

120

00.00

70

80

00.00
80.18

90

72.76
266.80

100
110
120

107.07

130

lUo
i5o

702.83

Future Net Income

116.28

Annual Net Income

2.kh

267.95 ii81i.l4.3

717.U7

982.60

1329.05

1689.87

23ii3.56

U.29

li.Uo

I4 .26

U.iU

3.81

3.85

3 .55

TABLE 9
Determination of Highest Net Annual Return Per Acre
Ranch A
Field #2
Site 70
3 % Interest Rate
No Labor Charge

Age

65

65

30.00

70

70

80

lUo

100

110

120

130

21.70

29.17

39.20

52.68

70.80

95.15

127.87

ii0.l8
125.116

5U.00

72.57

97.53

131.07

176.15

236.72

50.69
177. U3

68.12

91.55

123. Oit

165.35

222.22

55.66
2I45.UI

71.80

100.53

135.10

181.56

52.81
313.08

70.97

95.38

128.19

61.06
361.25

82.06

110.28

62.60
U92.98

8U.13

90

150

00.00

80

16.15
38.38

90
100
110
120
130

lUo

58U.77

150
Future Net Income

5U.53

187.3U

311.29

U8O.96

682.U5

918.72

130U.77

1675.7U

Annual Net Income

2.93

5.1ii

5.15

5.19

5.02

U.73

U.79

U.U3

-^5no charges were made against the labor for working in the woodland. In
other words, to those who feel that a rancher has slack time in which he
can apply as labor in his woodland, the annual equivalent net income
amounts to $U.UO per acre for site index 60 and $5.19 for site 70. These
figures don't include grazing.

Some of this annual income must be charged

to taxes, fire protection, and other costs of logging, but by far labor
accounts for the largest portion of it. Therefore, alternative 3 will
assume no cost for labor for any time spent in the woodland, and beef
production will still be the primary enterprise.
Table 10 summarizes the income and expenditures for each of the al
ternatives for Ranch A. It can be seen that the net income for the unit
as a whole is substantially less for alternative 2 than for alternative
1. The total income is greater in the second plan because of the in
crease of money from sawlogs, ACP from thinning, and for sale because
of the reduction of two head of cows for range improvement. However,
labor is charged for the thinning and logging which costs nearly as much
as is returned for the investment. Alternative 3 has a greater net in
come than alternative 1, since all woods labor is considered supple
mentary.

No labor, except hired help for haying, is charged against beef

production.

Therefore, in' this alternative woods costs are on a compar

able basis as cattle costs.

The net incomes in 1 and 2 are really re-

t\irns to labor—the annual salary.
It can be concluded that on Ranch A the woodland is related to the
rest of the unit via supplementary labor and machinery.

To have the for

est managed as part of the unit and allow for a charge for this labor
and have the machinery partly depreciated from forest income, the land-

-ksTABLE 10

!

$

cattle
cream
AGP
horses
hogs
rent
hay
off ranch
sawlogs
total

Alternative 1
6317
339
110
eh
365
k
k90
255
h

Alternative 2
6000
339
610

Alternative 3
6000
339
610

365

365

590

590

62

717

income

79U8

8221

8876

Expenses $
labor
feeds
seeds
machine hire
supplies
repairs
breeding
fertilizer
veterinarian
gas and oil
taxes
insurance
utilities
range lease
interest
auto upkeep
miscellaneous
depreciation

68I4.
689
77
6l
U37
385
7
25
I98
713
5U7
127
132
659
2k
276
92
1022

68U
670
77
6l
U70
UOO
7
102
198
913
560
127
132
659
28
276
95
IOI4.5

68it
670
77
6l
U70
UOO
7
102
I98
913
560
127
132
659
28
276
95
ldU5

6l55

650U

650i|.

$1793

$1717

$2372

total expenses

Net income

-147owner must wait until the remaining enterprises yield the same margin
al net revenue for investments in further land improvements.
Combining all of the factors which are related to the final decision
to be made by the owner, supplementary and complementary labor and
machinery, the desire to work in the timber, and also with the fact that
the timber management investment with the present assumptions will yield
some income-, it appears that this landowner should operate his unit
under alternative 3-

RANCH B

Ranch B is situated in a beautiful valley 15 miles west of Thomp
son Falls adjacent to the Clark-Fork of the Columbia River.

Although

the valley extends many miles in both directions, mountains pinch it
to a narrow point five miles west of Thompson Falls.

Climatically

speaking, the valley starts at this point and extends into Idaho.
is several, miles wide at some points.

It

At one time the entire area was

covered with virgin forests, containing an integration of Rocky Moun
tain timber types with those of the Pacific Coast.

As a result of the

conflagration of 1910, and of the influx of homesteaders from other
parts of the country, all of the virgin stands have been replaced by
second-growth forest or converted to cropland.

Much of this second-

growth, owned by ranchers along the valley bottom, has become merchant
able.
Trout Creek, a community a few miles west of Ranch A, measures 31
inches of precipitation per year, with the period from November 1 to
April 1 yielding 60 per cent.

This occurs mostly as snow, as can be

seen by the 83-inch average snowfall.
idly with elevation.

The snow depth increases rap

Since the ranch is located almost entirely on

the bottomland, it is estimated that the average depth of snow is 3 to
k feet, and the rainfall about 26 inches annually.

During July and

August the precipitation averages 1.5 inches per month.

The major de

terrent to ranching, however, concerns the short frost-free growing
season of 92 days.

Because of the mild temperatures and ample precip-U8-

-149itation, these sites support some of the best timber in Montana.
Good spring, summer, and fall ranges for grazing are in short sup
ply because of the ruggedness of the mountains and because the trees
have regenerated in a heavily stocked condition.

Mar^ of the ranchers

roust graze the cattle wholly on their own lands, or lease from a nei^bor.

To make a ranch a paying proposition, therefore, trees on the

valley bottom may be cleared off. They will have to show a reasonable
economic return before a landowner will consider them as part of his
unit, and not clear the land for other agricultural purposes.
Some citizens of western Sanders County operate their farms as
dairies. The milk is collected by an out-of-state creamery and manu
factured in the neighboring states of Idaho and Washington. Ranch B
has some of the equipment for running a dairy business.

However, this

operator will consider no enterprise other than beef, with an exception
of some forestry practices.

Therefore, this ranch will be considered

only as beef and forestry.
Sawlogs are sold mainly to small sawmills, and therefore, an in
tensive study was made in the area of the economic structure of the
small mills.

Christmas trees grow too fast and take a spindly form,

but further research in shearing and pruning may show them to be an ex
cellent opportunity for cash crops.

The nearby fence post plant has

been idle for the past 3 years, but an effective sales program may in
crease the number of posts that could be sold annually.

A neighboring

rancher sells 50 tons of cedar bows every year as a supplement to in
come from the dairy farm.

In Thompson Falls a manufacturer operates a

house-log plant, selling his product to nearly every state.

In a per

-50sonal interview he maintains that he would purchase logs from only
those who manage their timber if other buyers would also do this.
More research in this field of social economics of marketing may con
clude that such a program could be initiated in some areas. Teneer
and pulp offer future potential markets.
The operator of Ranch B purchased the ranch less than a year ago.
He and his wife have Bachelor of Science degrees and he holds a Mas
ter's Degree in Education.

The couple are young and think very highly

of the ranch as a home. He has very little knowledge of forestry and
considers his trees as a detriment to grazing. His present plans are
to clear the remaining timber and install an improved grazing system.
The ranch has sufficient buildings and machinery for performing
beef and forestry operations. Most of the machinery is old, but the
owner has the mechanical ability to keep it in running condition.
There are three tractors, a combine, plows, harrows, and necessary
equipment for haying, including a baler.
The ranch embraces a 950-acre tract containing about 6l5 acres of
timberland and 335 acres of cropland.

None of the cropland is irriga

ted at the present time, and none of the timber is in any form of man
agement.

The previous owner sold much of the merchantable timber to

an operator with a mill set up on the ranch, but some of the larger
trees remain. When the ranch was sold, the mill was moved to a home
location by its owner a few miles south of this ranch.

Since the operator has had little time to establish a budget, the
method of analyzing this ranch will be somewhat different than the
others.

A hypothetical budget was established to represent present

-51affairs. A combination of forestry with herd sizes of 100, 200, and
250 head of beef were used as possible alternatives.

Increasing the

herd results in a transfer of forest land to pasture and hay.

The

southwest part of the ranch contains possibilites for irrigation, with
the rest being dryland pasture.

Alternatives
The present herd consists of nearly 100 head of Herefords. No ir
rigation is included in this alternative, but an installation is planned
as the herd increases in number.

For the first alternative, field ad

justments are considered to allow for sufficient grazing and winter
feed, but no forest clearings are planned.

No grain will be planted,

since the short growing season and the September rains interfere with
its ripening.

The grazing season is assumed to be six monthsj simi

larly, the feeding period is six months.
With a 90 per cent calf crop from the 100 cows, 90 calves are
sold weighing UOO pounds each.

Actually a few heifer calves are re

tained for herd replacements, but the cull cows sold counter-balance
the financial effects.

Assuming a $0.25 per pound live weight for

calves the gross income will be $9000.
Field 1 contains approximately 175 acres of cropland, now used '
for hay and grazing with a present production of 2 tons per acre.
Field 2 yields nearly one-half ton of hay per acre, embracing I60
acres.

Cattle graze the woodland at an assumed requirement of 10 acres

per AIM.

However, alternative 1 considers the woodland thinned so

that the crown closure will never exceed 60 per cent density.

There

-52fore, for reasons described later, forage increases and reduces the
requirement of an animal unit month to 2.5 acres.

Here again, no re

search has been performed to prove this in this area but some experiments(i6). show this to be so.

Visual observations along cleared fences

and open timber also show this increase of forage.
With this in mind, two types of forest management plans are obvi
ous.

Thin the stands to allow for maximum net income from timber

alone, and use supplemental grazing, or thin the trees to a point
where the highest net annual income will be derived from timber and
grazing combined. For calculation purposes, the first plan was consid
ered as 80 per cent density with 10 acres per AIM required grazing.
Plan 2 uses 60 per cent density with 2.5 AIM.

The results can be seen

from Tables 11, 12, 13, and lU.
Thinning data are sketchy for western larch.

Thus, the procedure

used to determine growth in a thinned condition consisted of boring dom
inant trees which have grown in a non-competitive state throughout
their lives.

The rings were counted and the resultant diameter inside

the bark was plotted over the age, with 5 years added to allow for
height growth to dbh.

The heights and diameters for net income calcu

lations were secured from a balanced curve.

(Figure 2) The height of

these trees to a 5-inch top was determined by an abney level.

Five

inches is the minimum diameter of an 8-foot log which the local mills
will purchase.

The remainder of the analysis of the annual net income from the
timber is similar to Ranch A, with the exception of determining basal
area for the larch stands. For this assumption, the following reason-

TABLE 11
Determination of Volwies Removec and Left at Five Tear Intervals
Ranch B
Larch and Lodgepole

Dbh

Basal
area
control

Basal
area
one
tree

Nxirnber
trees
cut
left

U71

35

28

Height
total 5"top

Vol.
one
tree

)0

Age
class

removed

in board feet
remaining total

20

7.0

208

.2671

25

9.0

208

.l4Ul6

156

315

U5

36

35

5,U60

11,025

16,U85

30

11.0

208

.6596

89

226

5ii

iiU

50

U,U5o

11,300

21,210

35

13.0

200

.9213

56

170

63

51

105

5,880

17,850

33,6UO

Uo

15.0

208

1.2266

38

132

72

59

175

6,65o

23,100

U5,5iiO

li5

17.0

208

1.575U

26

106

80

66

2ii5

6,370

25,970

5U,680

50

19.0

208

1.9680

19

87

87

72

3U5

6,555

30,015

65,280

55

21.0

208

2.U0U1

87

93

78

395

3U,365

Based on maintaining a crown density of 80 %

69,630

TABLE 12

Net Income from Forest and Grassing
Larch Site 1
80 % Control
Ranch B
k % Interest Rate

Age
25

25

iiO,95
82.69

30

30

35

liO

50

h9.82

60.61

73-75

89-73

109.16

132.82

ii0.05
101.70

18.73

59.28

72.13

87.75

106.77

6l.7li
187.Ii2

75.12

91.39

111.19

135.28

79.80
277.20

97-09

118.12

lii3.71

86.00
350.60

10U.6U

127.30

98.33
it50.23

119.6U

35

ho
U5

50

55
Future Net Income
Annual Net Income
Grazing Net Income
Total Net Income

55

567.02
123.61^
2<.97
.56
3.53

191.57
3.ii2
.56
3.98

358.50
I1.87
.56
5.U3

565.15
5.95
.56
6.5l

786.9U
6.50
.56
7.06

1079.ii2
7.07
.56
7.63

1332.51|
6.97
,56
7.53

I

VTl
X='
I

TABLE 13

Determination of Volumes Removed and Left at Five Year Intervals
Ranch B
Larch and Lodgepole

Age
class

Dbh

Basal
area
control

Basal
area
one
tree

20

7.0

156

.2671

25

9.0

156

.UI4I6

30

11.0

156

35

13.0

Uo

Number
trees
cut
left

Height
total 5"top

Volume
one
Volume in board
tree removed
remaining

feet
total

353

35

28

116

237

U5

36

35

U ,060

8,295

12,355

.6596

68

169

5U

hh

50

3,U00

8,U50

15,910

156

.9213

k2

127

63

51

105

UjUlO

13,335

25,205

15.0

156

1.2266

28

99

72

59

175

U,900

17,325

3ii,095

U5

17.0

156

1.5751+

20

79

80

66

2i45

U,900

19,355

Ul,025

50

19.0

156

1.9680

lit

65

87

72

3li5

h,830

22,U25

U8,925

55

21„0

156

2.U0U1

65

0

93

78

395

25,675

Based on maintaining a crown density of 60 %

52,175

TABLE lU

Net Income from Forest and Grazing
Larch Site 1
60 % Control
Ranch B
h % Interest Rate

Age

25

50

25

30

35

Uo

30 o 1^5
62.93

37.05

k5.07

51i.8U

66.72

81.17

98.76

30.60

37.23

U5.29

55.11

67.05

81.57

U6.30
lli0.02

56.33

68.53

83.38

101.^5

30

kS

55

76.05
35

I
VJT

0
1

58.80

ko

7l.5it

87. OU

105.89

66.15
261.29

80. U8

97.92

72.U5
336.37

88.15

207.90
ii5

50
55
Future Net Income
Annual Net Income
Grazing Net Income
Total Net Income

ii23.6U
93»38

lU3o70

2.2U

2,56
2.25
U.81

2,25
U.U9

268.62
3.65
2.25
5.90

U23.16
li.l;5
2.25
6.70

589.3it
U.87
2.25

7.12

807.9U
5.29
2.25
7.5U

997.38
5.22
2.25
7.U9

Figure 2

Estimated Diameter of Trees at Their Respective Ages
of Larch on Site I—Assuming No Competition

20

15

10

5

5

10

50

15

Age in Years

-58ing was used.

Ponderosa Pine grows intermittently throughout the

stand, occasionally being dominant. These dominant trees were measured
to determine the site index for ponderosa pine, and one can read the
basal area from Meyer's tables.

Although larch grows somewhat taller,

it is reasonable to assume that the basal area of ponderosa pine will
closely resemble that of larch growing on the same area.

The maximum

basal area is 260 square feet per acre, as calculated by this method.
The larch falls within the Quality I Rating, as described by Cummings(9).
The board-foot volume was determined by constructing logs of the
respective diameters and heights, and dividing the tree into logs.
From the Scribner decimal C log table, the volumes were estimated.

In

actuality, the trees should have been cut and their form describedj ob
viously, this couldn't be done since the landowner did not choose to
have his best trees cut.
The lodgepole pine exhibited a remarkable release from thinnings,
as can be seen where the loggers had removed trees several years past
and left some lodgepole.

Examining the area, it was found that this

species attains at least a lU-inch dbh and no trees were found that
were larger than this. Tackle(35) maintains that the low-elevation
lodgepole that grows in northeastern Washington and adjacent areas,
which would include this ranch, has a faster growth rate and dies
earlier than the lodgepole pine at higher elevations.

In comparing

this low elevation lodgepole pine with larch, growing on the same area,
the heights and diameters are very similar, especially up to the ih
inches in diameter to which the lodgepole grows.

Assiaming that this is

so, the rotation for the lodgepole will be read from larch tables

-59at age I4.O.
Age ho from Table 12 shows the net annual income from lodgepole
timber to be $5-95> with a grazing supplement of $0.56 per acre, which
can also be read from Table

U for 10 acres per AIM for 6 months.

The

timber returns are calculated on the following assumptions: (l) the
logs will be delivered to one of the three small sawmills nearbyj (2)
the total costs for harvesting and delivering the logs to the mill is
$16.50 per Mbf at age 25, decreasing $0.50 per Mbf each 5-year period
to the final harvestj (3) the value of the delivered logs is $2U per
Mbf at age 25, increasing $1 per Mbf each 5-year period| (1;) the inter
est rate charged is U per cent compounded; and (5) the maximum crown
density allowed is 80 per cent being thinned at 5-year intervals.
Four per cent was used since the latest United States government bond
issue offers 3.75 per cent as a return for investment.
From Table II4, can be seen that the net annual equivalent income
from lodgepole timber is calculated at $U.it5 per acre, with grazing at
$2.25. The assumptions vary only in that the forage is increased re
quiring only 2.5 acres per animal unit month, and that the crown deraity is never

allowed to pass 60 per cent.

To this point, only the income from lodgepole has been discussed.
The only change in the next assumptions, however, is that larch will
grow larger, and the rotation is determined by financial computations,
rather than biotic factors, as is the case with lodgepole.

Therefore,

on the same two tables, it can be seen that the net incomes are at
their maximum at age 50.

For the 80 per cent density, timber yields

$7.07, and grazing $0.56, while in the computations for 60 per cent.

-60the timber yields $5>29 from timber and $2.25 per acre from grazing.
Considering the assumptions heretofore stated concerning the pro
duction of timber and forage, and the costs and incomes possible from
logging and grazing, it can be seen that the total net income of the
two densities of crowns are nearly the same. The stand with 80 per
cent density returns $7-63 per acre per year and the 60 per cent den
sity yields $7.5U.
two annual returns.

There is no significant difference between these
However, upon analyzing the grazing returns from

the two densities, one can conclude that an important difference exists.
From the 80 per cent density the landowner would receive $0.^6 per acre
every year, while waiting a long time for his return from timber.
Table 11 shows the estimated returns at 5-year intervals.

However,

$2.25 can be earned every year from grazing under a 60 per cent crown
canopy. In discussing the forest management problem with ranchers, the
number one reason for no forest management was found to be the long
time period between investment and return.

Under a forestry-grazing

plan, however, some money can be earned every year while the timber is
being improved.

If this same land is cleared, the average annual net

income from grazing will be $3.19, not including the costs of clearing.
Naturally, the landowner will receive this income per acre every year,
but under the forestry-grazing combination, the net income can increase
over a period of years to $7.5U, nearly twice the figure for grazing
alone.
The forest management-grazing idea may be an excellent selling
point for those trying to convince the ranchers to manage their timber.
However, the idea must first be sold to the forester.

This

-61combinatiQn may help solve the problem of increasing demand for wood
products. The first move, however, is to perform some additional re
search to prove that the assixmptions used are correct, or change the
assumptions to different proven data and illustrate if the principle
described is true. Since the small private landowners control such a
large proportion of the best potential timberland, such research should
be high on the priority list.

The main purpose of this study of farm

woodlots is to discover whether forestry practices can be performed
economically on ranches in western Montana? it is believed that the
grazing-forestry opportxinity shows possibilities but it is beyond the
scope of this study.
Table 1$ shows the niunber of stock, their food requirements, and
the corresponding acreage production in tons of hay and in animal unit
months for each of the three alternatives.

The operator of Ranch B

now has nearly 100 head of stock, so this alternative is considered
his present plan. The major change of land use of Plan 2 concerns an
installation of an irrigation unit on the southwest fields. In Plan 3,
the maximum production of beef will be the main program with all of the
timber being removed and the remaining timber converted to dryland pasture.
The financial summary. Table 16, shows a birds-eye view of the
end result.

The income from beef is adjusted in direct proportion to

the number of beef sold. It was found that the forage production from
irrigation was enough to adjust the herd to 200, and therefore no re
duction occurred in the timber acreage.

In plans 1 and 2, the manage

ment program concerns the timber-grazing of 60 per cent crown density

TABLE

15

Number of Stock
Food Requirements
Production Per Acre
For Three Alternatives on Ranch B

Alternative 1
Breeder Stock
Bulls
Food - hay (tons)
Animal Unit Months (AIM'S)
Production
Cropland - South-west field (175 A) non-irrigated
@ 2 ton per acre
@ 3 AUM'S per acre
Northeast field (l60 A) non-irrigated
@ 1.5 AIM'S per acre
Southwest field (175 A) irrigated
@ U tons per acre
@ 17 AIM'S per acre
Clear 23 additional A adjacent
@ 17 AIM'S per acre
Woodland - 6l5 acres
@2.5 acres per ADM
Clear 6l5 acres
@ 1.5 AIM'S per acre

100

Alternative 2
200

8

10

258
618

515

6U5
15U8

1236

Alternative 3
250

129 A «= 258
U6 A = 138
160 A » 2liO

160 A » 2U0

160 A - 2h0

129 A - 515
1+6 A = 782

175 A " 700

23 A « 358
615 A « 2i;6

615 A » 2k6
615 A » 922

Total hay (tons)

258

515

700

Total AIM'S

S2U

1268

1550
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TABLE 16
Financial S-ummary Ranch B

Income $
beef
sawlogs
ACP - Forestry
Totals

Expenses $
labor
grain
seed
supplies
repairs
fertilizer
veterinary
gas and oil
taxes
insurance
utilities
interest & repayment
auto upkeep
miscellaneous
depreciation
irrigation power
Totals
Net Income

100 Beef Plus
Forestry

200 Beef Plus
Forestry

2^0 Beef
No Forestry

9,000
6.,l63
l,0d0

18,000
6,163
l,d00

2^,500

16,163

25,163

22,500

3,000
1,000
150
UOO
500
100
250
1,000
700
150
150
6,600
300
100
100

U,000
2,000
500
1,000
1,000
1,000
500
2,000
1,000
200
150
7,600
6OO
200
100
1,000

U,000
2,500
1,500
1,L|,00
1,500
1,000
6OO
3,000
1,800
250
150
10,000
900
300
100
1,000

1U,500

22,850

30,000

1,663

2,313

-5,500

-61^previously described. Of course, no income is earned from the timber
in the third plan, as it has been cut clean.
Alternative 1 includes hiring one man for the full year.

He will

spend most of the year workingiin the forest, but assisting with the
haying operations.

The next alternative allows for the same man, with

additional help during haying season.

The hired labor in plan 3 is em

ployed only during haying season. The operator works alone the rest of
the year.
Grain, supplies, repairs, veterinary, insurance, utilities, auto
upkeep and miscellaneous expenses are adjusted for each plan accoiding
to herd sizes.

Seed cost increased for establishing and maintaining

irrigated land, for plan 2, but increased substantially for plan 3 be
cause of the 6l5 acres of woodland which has been converted to grass
land. The fertilizer costs increased only for irrigated land.

Gas

and oil is increased for the third plan since the 61$ acres must be
under some type of rotation, using the machinery more fully, and this
acreage is double that of plan 2.

However, no tractor-work will be

done in the removed woodland, which prevents the figure for plan

3 to

be twice that of plan 2.
The interest and repayment value for plan 1 includes repayment of
the ranch, stock, and machinery at U per cent compound interest for 20
years.

Plan 2 has the financing of the irrigation included and plan 3

has, in addition, repayment of land clearing.

Conclusion
The operator of Ranch B is obligated quite heavily, financially.

-65to the repayment of the loan taken for purchase of the cattle and the
ranch.

Additional investment is planned to install an irrigation

system, making any further investments towards land improvement quite
difficult for 10 to 20 years.

The major conflict with forestry will

occur at that time, when dryland hay production is anticipated on the
acreage where timber now stands. In the meantime no thinnings are
planned.
Diiring the months of January, February, and March the snow is so
deep, woods operations becomes arduous, and few desire to wade through
the snow to fell trees.

Throughout the remainder of the year cropland

improvement can be accomplished.

For these reasons it is concluded

that no supplementary labor is available for timber stand improvements.
On the other hand no additional machinery is necessary for woods work.
Therefore, the computations for the budget are calculated with complete
labor costs.
The personal desire of the landowner is to eventually remove most
of the timber and increase grazing capacity.

However, considering the

asstimptions involved in Ranch B, it is concluded that timber production
will net more income than beef from grazing the land under timber clear
ing, and he can optimize his returns by a combination of beef and tim
ber production, as in Alternative 2. Short run considerations would
require management of woodland for timber and part use in combination.
The heavy investment involved in clearing woodland for cropland tends
to favor the alternative which maintains parts of the ranch in timber.
The high growth rate for timber in this area also helps to make timber
production a feasible alternative.

RANCH C

Ranch C is located in the Frenchtown Valley about 20 miles west of
Missoula adjacent to U. S. Highway 10. In general "this area has a
growing season which is about a month longer than the higher valleys
of western Montana. Nevertheless, the summers are extremely dry, with
an average annual rainfall of about l6 inches.

The predominate tree

species is ponderosa pine often occuring in pure stands.

As with the

other study ranches, the timber had been removed near the turn of the
century, and the area now supports second-growth material some of which
is now merchantable.
With the installation of the Frenchtown Ditch, an ample supply of
water became available for season-long irrigation.

Combining this

water with the veiy deep loams on the ranch, excellent stands of al
falfa, grains, and grass mixtures can be grown.
This farming tinit contains 173 acres of irrigated cropland, 13
acres of dryland cropland, 35 acres of rangeland, and 12? acres of
forested land.

The rangeland separates the irrigated area from the

timber and is mostly on steep slopes.

Erosion charmels have developed

some years past, probably due to overgrazing, but now appear to be sta
bilized.
With the exception of a few acres of Douglas fir in the northwest
corner, the entire woodland acreage supports ponderosa pine.

Some of

the trees are merchantable for sawlogs and, so far, the proprietor has
refrained from selling the trees.
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-67The Waldorf Paper Company constructed a pulp mill about 5 miles
southeast of the ranch.

Recent reports indicate that in the near

future this company may begin purchasing smaller material directly
from the woods, although this has not yet been substantiated.
Although the ranch owner is somewhat familiar with trees, he is
unaware of the financial capabilities of his forest land. His know
ledge of trees began when he was a boy living in logging camps with
his father.

The father purchased timber for the first sawmill located

near Bonner.

He once owned much of the cutover land along the north

side of the Frenchtown Yalley-

Later he divided the area and offered

the land for sale. It was'by this method that the son now owns a por
tion of the Valley.

To this date no second-growth logs have been sold

from the ranch.

Alternative 1
The present combination of enterprises within the unit consists of
22 milking cows and their heifers, 35 head of beef, and some grain.
In 1951 the operator converted to dairy ranching.

Since he has a 25-

cow permit on adjacent Forest Service lands, he has kept some beef,
mainly to avoid loosing the lease.

He also has a wheat allotment, so

has continued this enterprise.
Table 17 shows the breakdown of the income and expenses for the
past three years.
Alternative 1.
annually.

The average represents the financial summary for

As can be seen, dairy products yield the most income

Beef income comes from selling beef cows, dairy bull calves

and some heifers, and a few cull dairy cows.

-68TABLE 17

Financial Summary for Past 3 Tears and Average—Ranch C

Income $
Milk
Sale of Cattle
•Wheat
Barley
AGP

1956

1957

1958

9265
2600
1509
92
l5o

87U7
311h
72h
98
150

10,887
2,821
817
1,399
150

Average
9633
28145
1017
530
150

Total

Expenses $
Labor
Feed
Fert. and Seed
StipjlLies
Repairs
Breeding
Veterinary
Gas
Taxes
Insurance
Csir and tracks
Mortgage
PGA

672
1108
778
5U9
517
77
167
1052
9U3
155
U22
720
127

1953
865
292
655
1310
126
222
loUo
103ii
279
277
720
127

$lit,175

1803
920
358
710
997
121
19h
1056
989
2U6
329
720
127

2783
786
It
927
1163
161
19U
1077
990
303
289
720
127
Total

$8570

Net Income $5605

-69Most of the costs observed from the table are self-explanatory.
Labor represents a hired man who works in the cropland from April 1 to
November 1.

Although this same man returns each season, he is unem

ployed for the remainder of the year.

Some labor costs are alloted to

it men hired for about 3 days to stack baled hay.

Alternative 2
In analyzing the other possibilites in which the unit could be
managed, three combinations appear obvious.

The hired man could be

kept the entire year and work in the woodland from November 1 to April
1. The remainder of the ranch business could remain as is.

Another

possibility would be to convert from dairy to beef, and keep the hired
man the year around.

More time could be allocated to the woodland

management, since the owner would be available for part of the day
after feeding the stock during winter months.

Finally, there remains

the possibility of leasing the land because of the approaching retire
ment age of the operator.
The major consideration which has an important bearing upon the
decision in allocating investments towards land improvement, pertains
to the marginal net revenue yielded from additional investments. Here
is one point where Ranch C differs from the other two study ranches.
The cropland is now in top production—not physically, but economically.
The point has likely been reached where more net income could be
earned by installing a timber stand improvement program then could be
earned from the same costs expended on the cropland.
In Alternative 2 no free labor is available for silvicultural prac
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tices.

The dairy occupies the owner full time, while the hired hand is

busy in the irrigated areas. Therefore, labor must be charged to any
work accomplished on the forested areas.

The thinnings must be done

during the winter months because of the availability of the hired man,
and because the bark beetles spread fast when slash is green during the
warmer months.

The snow accumulates very little and is no handicap to

winter operations.
Supplementary machinery is available for logging, but a chain saw
will be needed. Since the owner has no truck in which to transport the
woods to the mill, all log prices are for decked at a landing for a
self-loading trucker.

No investments will be necessary for road con

struction; a well-used road bisects the wooded area, and the old oxen
logging roads are still good enough to truck very short distances.
The same procedure is used to determine the annual equivalent net
income as for the other ranches. Most of the tract is site index 90
with some minor variations.

Tables 18 and 19 show the calculations

with the greatest income at $0.99 per acre per year at age 80. Four
per cent interest rate was used.

Alternative 3
Since the operator feels that he could handle the ranch for a
number of years, were it not for the daiiy business. Alternative 3 as
sumes a conversion of dairy back
for the entire year.

to beef.

The hired man is retained

As long as the operator is physically able to

work in the woods, this time is considered supplementary. However,
the cost for hired help is charged to the woodland management.

To

TABLE 18

Ranch C

Lge
.ass

Determination of Volumes Removed and Left at Ten Year Intervals
]x% Interest
Site Index 90
60 Per Cent Density Control Point

Average
Basal
diameter
area
no«100^
beforew
after
increase increase thinning thinning

10

ii.6

it.6

152

128

.0

6.0

7.it

195

128

'0

7.3

10.0

211

lO

8.5

12.U

0

9.7

•0

Number
Volume
trees
Average
one
Volume in board feet
cut
left height tree removed remaining total
U29

38

19h

235

U9

128

82

153

58

18

lii76

2,751i

U,230

213

128

kS

107

66

58

2668

6,206

10,350

111.8

213

128

28

79

73

136

3808

10,7i4k

18,696

10.9

17.2

213

128

17,

62

79

213

3621

13,206

21^,779

'0

12.0

19.U

213

128

12

50

85

32U

3888

16,200

31,661

0

13.1

21.6

213

128

8

k2

90

h5o

3600

18,900

37,961

.0

lli.l

23.6

213

128

6

36

95

573

3U38

20,628

it3,127

0

15.1

25.6

213

128

5

31

100

76U

3820 -

23,6§U

50,003

Table 5 (2U)

^ Table h (2li)

Table 1 (2Lt)

Table 3U (2U)

TABLE 19

Determination of Highest Net Annual Return Per Acre
Ranch C
Site Index 90
UO^ Interest Rate

50

50

60

70

80

90

17.71
33.05

26.21

38.80

57.UU

85.03

125.86

186.30

38.69
89.99

57.27

8I+.77

125.1+9

185.75

27i+.96

6U.7U
182.6U

95.83

li+1.85

209.98

310.82

61.56
22li.50

91.12

13I+.88

199.66

71.93
299.70

106.1+7

157.61

72.00
378.00

106.57

60
70

80
90

100

100

110

68.76
U12.56

Future
Net Income

50.76

15U.89

31+3.U5

52i+.10

8l5.l2

1212.9U

Annual
Equivalent
Net Income

.33

.65

.9ii

.99

.98

.97

15U.89

233.2U,

238.98

251.06

252.0^

Present Value
At Age 60

110

1717.2U

21+2.10

'
—4
M

-73make the costs clearer, it will be asstimed that the hired man does the
felling and bucking, and the owner does the skidding.

The only costs

charged to skidding, therefore, is fuel.
The grain allotment is reduced in this plan to allow just enough
for feeding the cattle and none will be sold.

Table 20 illustrates the

income and expenses for Alternative 3.

Alternative I4.
Converting from dairy to beef may prove to be an expensive adjust
ment.

Large investment has been made for the installation of the milk

ing units.

They would have to be sold.

It would be rather difficult

to sell a milking parlor, however.

Also, the owner may take a loss

when selling his herd of milkers.

Purchasing a herd of breeder stock

for beef will also prove costly.

Therefore, to maintain the present

herd of beef and dairy, and to carry out forest management practices.
Alternative li. analyzes a certain type of lease.
This lease is based upon several presumptions; (l) the operator
chooses to live on the ranch for the remainder of his life. (2) he
would also like to work part of the time, slackening off later. (3)
he does not need all of the cash at once. (I4) finally, he would like
to guide, somewhat, the management of the ranch, to prevent a leasee
from making fast money and quitting.

As far as the leasee is concerned,

he is unable to purchase the ranch, but would like to spend his life in
the ranch business.
The basic assumption relates to a pro-rating of the net income ac
cording to the value each has in the ranch unit. The leasee reinvests

-Ik-

TABLE 20

Financial Summary—Ranch C
Alternatives
I
Income $
Milk
Sale of cattle
Wheat and Barley
AGP (non-forest)
AGP (forest)
Sawlogs

II

9633
28U5
I5ii7
150

9633
28U5
15U7
150
100
700

1U,175

Expenses $
Labor
1803
Feed
920
Fertilizer aild seed
358
Supplies
710
Repairs
997
Breeding
121
Veterinary
19U
Gas
1056
Taxes
989
Insurance
2U6
Car and trucks
329
Mortgage
720
PGA
127
Chain saw depreciaton

Totals

Totals

Net Income

III

IV

150
100
700

9,633
2,8H5
l,5U7
150
100
700

1U,975

12,950

li4,975

2303
920
358
730
1017
121
19U
11U5
989
2U6
329
720
127
ko

2303
358
730
1017
600
300
iiii5
989
21^6
329
1100
127
Uo

3000
920
358
730
1017
121
19k
11U5
989
2U6
329
720
127
ho

8570

9235

9l8U

9936

$56o5

5736

3766

5039

12,000

-75his share each year thereby increasing the portion in which he owns.
It is asstmed that the ranch is valued at $100,000, and the leasee has
$10,000 to invest.

The ratio of 10,000:90,000 reduces to 1 to 9. For

every $10 of net income earned the leasee will get $1 and the owner $9.
As the leasee invests more and more, the ratio will reverse and even
tually the leasee will own the ranch. When re-investing the leasee
should make a definite piirchase, the most obvious purchase being the
cattle.

This would allow for ease in agreeing on a lease separation

if both partners are unsatisfied.
It may be difficult to locate a man with the necessary qualifi
cations who would follow through with such a plan. However, some
schools and colleges offer a two-year trade school in agriculttire, and
graduates are often looking for just that type of a chance in life.
Table 20 shows the summary of the lease, and also shows a comparison
of the various combination of enterprises.

Conclusions
Ranch C is unique in that the land producing the greatest net
income per acre has likely now reached a point in which further invest
ments in the

cropland may prove to be irrational.

However, the wood

land yields only $0.99 per acre per year and this seems to be a small
income for the amount of work and time envolved.

It should be remem

bered that the owner is earning a return on the investment as well as
some supplementary labor income, although supplementary labor is minute
on this ranch.

As on the other two study ranches the machinery, how

ever, can be operated without charge, except for fuel, since a tractor

-76would otherwise be depreciating from setting idle in the sheds.
The lease appears to be a possibility for older ranchers who
choose to see their operations fully worked but are unable to handle
the management, or as a safeguard in the event of sickness. When op
erating a dairy, for instance, it would be rather difficult to leave
the business for a month, or even a day. In the type of lease dis
cussed, the leasee would desire to remain in the business since he has
a substantial sum of money invested.

He would have nearly as much in

terest in improving the ranch as the owner.
TTnder Alternative 1 the owner is unable to perform forest manage
ment practices, because he simply has no time.

He could have it logged,

but, with his feelings towards trees, he would rather it remained
standing.

Thus, any of the other

alternatives would be required for

woods work.
Observing the financial summary of Ranch C, it can be seen that
Alternative 2 yields the greatest net income to the unit as a whole.
If the operator chooses to reduce the amount of work done each day, he
would be required to select Alternative 3 or U.

Since the net income

from Alternative I4. must be pro-rated to the ratio of 9 to 1, plan I4.
would yield the landowner $U535.

Considering the assumptions envolved,

the operator can now choose the alternative he wishes.

THE MARKET FOR WOODLOT PRODUCTS IN SANDERS COUNTY

Of the many products that originate in forests, the main source
of revenue to woodland owners in western Sanders County is sawlogs.
Income from Christmas trees is limited because the heavy precipitation
causes them to grow fast and they become spindly.

Although Christmas

tree management remains open for more research, it appears that shear
ing would be required to grow trees of a quality that will compete with
the trees from a well-managed plantation.
Presently there are no pulp mills near Thompson Falls, and if one
were built, there is no assurance it will purchase its raw material
from ranchers.

The mills at Lewistown, Idaho and Missoula, Montana

operate entirely on mill wastes at present. The plans of Ranch B are
analyzed with the consideration that no wood will be sold to pulp com
panies since no market exists at present.

Should a market develop,

the profitability of woodlot management would be improved.
Wood in the round has little market.

The two post plants near

by haven't operated recently. The houselog plant is expanding, but it
is unlikely that it will be able to handle marqr of the small logs
available in its source area.

It is possible that some scheme of

sales promotion would increase the demand for both posts and houselogs.
The veneer industry seems to be a potential btiyer of ranch timber.
A Forest Service official has been informed that in the Flathead Val
ley a new veneer plant has purchased practically all of the small sales
normally set aside for small operators.
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Some further investigation

-78may show that material for veneer can be grown by the rancher, whose
trees to date have been xaidesirable for veneer logs.
Since the ranchers sell most of their logs to small sawmill oper
ators, it was decided to investigate the economic stractiire of the
local small sawmills.

Because the Timber Resources Review(36) sepa

rates sawmills by sizes and numbers, and a substantial number occur
below an annual production of one million board feet, those of this
category were studied quite intensively.
From Thompson Falls along U. S. Highway 10a to the Idaho border,
thirteen operators of small sawmills were interviewed. It is known
that in this size bracket three more mills exists.

One saws logs only

occasionally, another hasn't operated for several years, and the third
one isn't in operation as yet.

The economic structure, therefore, can

be determined to a satisfactory degree, demanded by the ranch forests
research, from the thirteen interviewed.
The questionaire was divided into three main parts, the source of
log supply, the type of market for rough lumber, and the history of the
mill.

Any additional information that the mill owner offered was re

corded. The results were analyzed and are included in the following
paragraphs, with the questionaire included in the appendix.
The length of ownership indicates, quite reliably, the stability
of -Uie business. However, only the mills which are now in operation
were questioned; those that had left the business were not. It would
be very important for an advanced study to include some of these mills.
From the list of small sawmill permits, required by the State Forester
for licensing, thirty-eight portable mills have been operating in the
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past ten to fifteen years.

Some indications show that from five to

ten more operated without a license, making a total of about forty-five.
Less than 20 of these are continiiing in business, either as small or
large mills.

Five of the present small mills commenced activities in

195U, and as many more since then.

Only two of the thirteen inter

viewed were operated by the same owner prior to 1950. It could be con
cluded, therefore, that small sawmills are very unstable in western
Sanders County.
This may not mean that when one plans for a future sale of logs to
these mills, the market is undependablel

As can be seen, it is quite

easy to enter this enterprise, one of the characteristics of a business
resembling pure competition(12) J the capital needed to commence activ
ities is small, ranging from $500 to $2,500} and the Intelligence and
experience necessary to run a mill is negligible. Although no one op
erator may be dependable, that is, he may be in operation for a short
time, the market as a whole will likely be present for the rancher to
sell his logs.

This presupposes, or course, that the sawmills have a

market for their products.
Nine of the thirteen mills were purchased with cash, and the price
of each varied around $1200.

Three mills were new, but the rest were

second-hand ones of many models and ages.

Of the four operators who

borrowed money, two still owe money to the bank. When asked their
opinion of the present value of their entire business, eleven quoted
less than $3000, and eight valued theirs at less than $2000.

These

figures represented the price at -sdiich the owner would sell his mill.
A further discussion yielded a unanimous opinion that, because there

-80is little demand for small sawmills, they would be very lucky to get
half these prices.
Originally it was attempted to determine, arbitrarily, the efficency of each mill.

For several reasons this became impractical. The

field work for this research was performed during the fall.
ators were hunting game and the mills were not in operation.

Many oper
This

shutdown was also due to excessive rain and mud conditions and very
cold weather.

As some mills were used only to fill slack periods

during the year and were not now operating, a few owners were inter
viewed during the evenings.

In a quick glance it was obvious that many

of the mills were inefficiently operated. However, these facts need
more investigation.
Most of the owners considered their mill permanent.
have had only two settings.

Ten of them

The other three are portable, one of them

being mounted on wheels. At the present time average hauling distance
for logs is within a radius of five miles.

Several of the permanent

mill owners mentioned that the source of log supply was disappearing
rapidly. If this is true, more mills will have to become portable,
logs will have to be trucked longer distances, stumpage prices will
have to be reduced, or the mills will have to be closed.
Only one mill operates throughout the year. Snow, mud, and ranch
ing activities influence the schedules of others.

Western Sanders

County receives an exceptional heavy annual snowfall, closing most of
the mills. This area records the highest precipitation in the state.
With the mild spring and fall, the mud season extends the shutdown time
considerably.

The heavy clay soils become muddy at the slightest rain

-81fall and machinery often is useless.
Since most mill owners and some of the employees live on ranches,
the agricultural activities govern the mill operations during the warm
seasons. Ten operators own or work on ranches. Therefore, during the
summer, haying often interrupts the mill operation, while cultivation
and planting requires much time in the spring.

Ranching has first

priority of the owner's available time, leaving a very short season
for mill operation.
The mill owner refrains from decking logs which allows the mill to
run during the mud season. For two reasons this is impractical.
First, he has little time available for logging, although a proper
balance of work loads might yield him more volume in the long run.
Most important, however, these people are financially unable to buy
logs and store them for long periods.
Speaking of finances, two common practices for pxirchasing logs
are employed by the owners of the small sawmills.

Few are able to pur

chase timber sales without some method of credit, and the landowner, in
both instances, actually finances the sawmilling. The logs are milled
into cants and are sold to a large sawmill before the landowner receives
his pay.
possible.

However, many times the landowner wants his money as soon as
To satisfy him, the large sawmill will pay the small one

some cash on the basis of an underestimation of a delivery of cants
from which the small sawmill operator then pays the landowner.

After

the cants are remilled and measured, the owner of the small mill will
receive the remainder of his pay.

The landowner is, of course, paid

with the advance check usually within a week after the logs are de

-82livered.

The majority of the sawmills carry on their financial trans

actions in this manner.
A unique market exists for the product of the small saimiill in
western Sanders County.

One mill ships its products to Spokane through

a broker-trucker from Idaho. However, all of the other mills ship
their cants to one large mill in Thompson Falls. What would happen if
this mill stopped purchasing from the small mills is open to conjec
ture.

Many suggestions may be offered, but at most, they would be

only guesses, since this arrangement has existed for a number of years.
Logs are available to small mills from several sources.

Two oper

ators have acquired land with their timber purchases, and their output
has been almost entirely from their own land. The Forest Service has
sold directly to only one mill, although gyppo loggers have bought
logs from this agency and later resold to a small mill.

A few oper

ators have secured their logs from power-line, road, railroad, and dam
right-of-ways. (It is believed that many of the mills that came into
and went out of production during the past ten years existed entirely
on this log source.) Two niills have done custom sawing, operating
only when a neighbor wants aN^ew boards or planks.

The remainder of

the logs sold to small sawmills, more than^^enty five per cent, are
secured from small woodland owners, primarily ranchers.
As a group, there seems to be no consistent method of logging.
Some buy stumpage and log it themselves.

Many ranchers desire to cut

their own logs, or just skid the logs with their farm tractors.
mill owners want logs delivered to their mills.

Some

In this section of

Montana any combination of logging procedures is likely to be found.

-83The prices paid for logs vary, of course, with the share of log
ging the landowner desires to perform.

Within the year and throughout

the past few years, the prices have fluctuated considerably.

No accu

rate figures could be obtained, but, in general, stumpage prices ranged
from $5 to $10 per Mbf. The prices paid for logs delivered to the mill
were $30 per Mbf for larch, Douglas fir, and bull-pine, $U5 per Mbf for
lodgepole pine, and yellow pine, and $55 per Mbf for western white pine.
The number of employees and the wages paid to them have remained
about the same for as long as these mills have been in operation, ex
clusive of the two that were producing before 1950.

Nine mills employ

an extra man in addition to the operator. Two reduced the number of
employees, and one mill formed a two-man partnership, eliminating sev
eral employees.

The average wage has stayed about $2 per hour during

this period.
Wien the mills did operate during their short sawmilling season,
they worked long hours and long weeks.
ship one small truckload per day.

Some, however, only desire to

They often finished work in the mid

dle of the afternoon, and deliver the cants to the large mill that day.
One operator works his mill from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., after working at a
larger mill all day.

Each had his own reason for working the particu

lar hours he chose, and there seemed to be little consistency through
out the small sawmill business. The average output is 3000 to hOOO
board feet per day, but even Ihis varied considerably.
When planning the management of the timber on Ranch B, knowledge
of the merchantable size trees was unknown, making thinning schedules
difficult to plan.

Therefore, each operator was asked to express his
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opinions on mininium size logs he would accept. Most operators would
not accept logs of the miniraum sizes if they were all delivered at
once.

It was learned, however, that the average miniintim acceptable

log has dimensions of 8 feet long, and 5 to 6 inches in diameter at the
small end.

Both mills near Ranch B suggested $25 per 1000 for deliv

ered logs, if most of them approached these minimum dimensions.

This

compares with the $30 offered for logs of mixed sizes.
Several questions were asked to determine the mill operator's
knowledge of forest management, and of the advice available to land
owners and mill owners under the Cooperative Forest Management Act,
Although seventy-five per cent of the logs come from ranch forests, no
mill operator is buying timber from landowners that are managing their
woodland under any type of plan. When they were asked to whom they
would send a rancher, if the rancher asked for woodland management ad
vice, nearly all said they would refer him to the Ranger at the Forest
Service Ranger Station.

No operator knew of the technical advice avail

able to small sawmill owners under the Cooperative Forest Management
Act.

To conclude, they feel that if a landowner wants to cut his trees

in any fashion, they will log for him accordingly, since both will re
ceive more immediate returns.
In discussing the needs of the small sawmills with the Service
Foresters and their administrators the advice they thought most needed
concerns locating stumpage and improving the physical aspects of the
sawmilling operation, thereby increasing the quality of the product.
Also, they feel that the small sawmill operators would probably like
to know more about the possible markets for their products.

-85It has been found that the mills have a very good market for the
products which they are manufacturing. Since the material sold has
little to do with quality, that is, it makes little difference if the
cants are cut slightly irregular, it would appear that an expensive re
adjustment of the mill and modem machinery to produce material of
higher quality would yield no more income.
item was evident at most of the mills.

However, one important

Very few of the operators had

any type of an efficient accounting system.

None of them know their

rate of return per Mbf, nor cost on this basis.
were admittedly just wild guesses.

All answers received

Neither did any of them know their

own hourly rate or wage. Their normal comment was, "There's no money
in this business."
In discussing finances and credit, the mill operators give the
impression that they can obtain money from the banks almost anytime.
They do say, however, the amount that they could get is quite limited.
To understand more thoroughly the credit possibilities of the mills, in
this region, two local bankers were interviewed. In the following com
ments, it might be mentioned that neither banker knew what the other
had said.
Both bankers agreed on one importsmt aspect; the small sawmill
business is a very poor risk.

Although it appears that both acted dif

ferently when considering loans to this business, they are, neverthe
less, highly concerned how and to whom money is loaned.

One banker

will offer credit to no one for a small mill. The other will loan
only if the borrower can mortgage something other than a mill—the
ranch, for instance.

A bank can legally loan up to sixty per cent of

-86appraised value, provided the appraised value is low enough.
Why are small sawmills a poor risk? In answer to this both bank
ers were in complete agreement.

The quality of some of the people who

own small sawmills is such that efficient management of the mill is im
possible.

These people desire to remain at their present standard of

living, sawing for a few days, and drinking for a few days. Most of
all, if they have the abilities to get ahead, they'll

be working for

someone else, maybe a large mill where better security exists.
Two examples are cited to illustrate the discussion that has been
presented.
ranch.

A local man owned and operated a small mill along with his

An excellent stand of second-growth timber on the ranch has

just reached minimum size for marketing.

The owner began logging and

sawing these logs, but the small logs yielded, to the owner, only
wages.

Eventually all merchantable timber was cut. The income from

the other enterprises on the ranch could sustain the family no longer,
and they moved from the community.
In another instance the bank loaned money to an individual for
purchasing and operating a small sawmill.

The operator lost money and

was on the verge of bankruptcy, when the bank attempted to prevent
losing its money.

After some firm convincing, the banker influenced

another person to purchase the mill, continuing the payments until the
mill was his. A different situation existed, however.

The new manager

only milled the, logs into lumber, while the banker located the logs,
had them delivered to the mill, and sold the lum.ber.
the bank, the sawmiller paid $100 per carload.
was complete.

For repayment to

Shortly, the repayment

At this time the banker withdrew from the enterprise.

-87Then someone convinced the operator to purchase a new truck to haul
his own logs. The new operator had the desire to expand his operation,
but had no ability to manage the larger operations. Within six months,
he was bankrupt.
Concerning the small sawmill problem, some people in the federal
and state agencies, bankers, and numerous others, have the idea that
the small sawmills are a detriment to the community—they are unstable,
or marginal, and in trying to keep alive, they destroy many, mar^ acres
of productive ranch woodland, making the mills a liability to the com
munity; they live from day to day with a "don't care" attitudej they
create unsightly sawdust piles, which increase the fire hazardj they
add nothing to the community. The impression received is that many in
society would like to ignore the small mills wishing that they did not
exist.
This is not a realistic attitude.
they always will be.

The sawmills are here; probably

Rather than trying to ignore them and hope that,

by their marginality, they will eventually succumb to competition from
larger mills, some of us ought to face the facts and ask ourselves a
few questions:

How can we help them? Is there any way that the small

sawmills can be channeled to improve the management of the timber on
small woodlands?

Has aiyone analyzed all the combinations of different

possibilities of assistance potentially available to small mills?

If

an alternative fails in one locality, does that mean that it will fail
in another? Is it possible for the small sawmill operator, the owner
of the small woodland, the large mill owner, and the agency foresters
to combine their effort so that everyone will benefit in the long run?

CX)NCLUSIONS

The operating unit consists of an area of land or group of re
sources with one person making the decisions. It was thought that
studying the forestry problems by a budget analysis approach to ranch
forest operating units, some of the reasons why such poor silvicultural
practices have been performed on these ownerships could be learned.
Because of the nearness to markets, already constructed roads, mild
topography

for ease in logging, and generally excellent timber sites,

it might be concluded that the rancher would manage his forest if he
just knew how.

But for other reasons haphazard cutting practices con

tinue, even though predicted future demand is rising.
Throughout the study many asstimptions were applied, especially
where research data were vague.

An attempt was made to justify the

assumptions by contacting those concerned.

A change of any assumption

will affect the results and when reliable data becomes available, the
results can be adjusted.
The timber should be managed as an integral part of the unit. In
general it was found that unless labor and machinery can be considered
as supplemental to the woodland activities, only a small income can be
gained by timber management.

This income varies from about $0.60 to

$5.00 per acre per year, depending upon site, desired interest rate,
and degree of supplemental activities.
Site indexes of 70 or less show very little return.

The poorer

the forest site the more the investment for ranch improvement should
be made in enterprises other than in forest.
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-89The investment rate desired is very important as a criterion for
timber management.

The greater the rate, the shorter the rotation and

the less is the return per acre.

This study considered United States

government bonds as a comparison for rates to be used for computing
annual net incomes.

At times, however, it can be observed that a land

owner is receiving less return from the total ranch value than could be
earned if the property was sold, the money invested in bonds, and the
operator worked for someone else.

Regardless of the rate demanded,

however, all possible enterprises on the ranch should be compared by a
similiar rate.
On all ranches studied there were times of the year when the ma
chinery lay idle, and similtaneously, slack time was available.
machinery was depreciated, or was depreciating while being idle.

The
One

rancher had vacant hours during the winter months, and another rancher
was planning a readjustment creating a little slack time. In these in
stances, thereofore,the machinery and the labor is considered supple
mental and the net income per acre from woodland greatly increased.
For the pre-commercial thinnings, the AGP cost-sharing was sub
stantial enough so that no charges were made for these operations.
the payments were terminated, the net income would drop.

If

However, even

with payments, there appear to be no further forestry practices beyond
what is financed by the government.
On all three ranches some harvesting of sawlogs can be initiated,
but 30 to 50 years will be required to receive the maximum net income
per year.

Here again, this varies with interest rates, sites, and sup

plemental relationships.

Credit to start an improvement program is
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somewhat unavailable, but where time is the major item of expense,
credit is unnecessary, since time is supplemental.
In observing the forage production in the wooded areas, it became
apparent that grass volumes are highly related, directly or indirectly,
to density.

Numerous authors have reported the same. Depending upon

the number of cattle per unit of area, beef income may be supplementary,
complementary, or competitive to timber production. 'When the stock
add to the total income through beef sales and interfere in no way
with wood production, they are supplementary. If they eat the grass,
reduce the would-be fires, and thereby yield a higher income from
timber, they are complimentary.

But when they compete with tree seed

lings or compact the soil, reducing the income from trees, while in
creasing their own income, they become competitive. It can be seen,
therefore, that they are compatible with trees in certain instances.
With this in mind, it can be concluded that some combination of trees
and cattle may yield a greater income than clearcutting, or eliminat
ing the grazing? and in managing a ranch as a complete unit, this pos
sibility should be considered.
To fully integrate the ranch, it is sometimes economically sensi
ble to convert the present land use.

On one ranch it was found that

by converting one stand of timber to dryland hay, the operator could
increase his total net annual income.
The number of woodland owners requesting timber management as
sistance continues to be relatively few, and those who are receiving
assistance perform quite limited forestry practices.
a number of reasons.

This occurs for

The rancher's primary souce of income occupies
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Also, some operators are blind to the pos

sibilities of integrating other enterprises into the unit.

Others

would rather have returns from investments annually rather than wait a
number of years for the maximum annual equivalent return, so they cut
the trees when they become merchantable.

Some are waiting until they

get enough time and money to convert timberland to cropland, and thus
find no reason to improve their woodland management, but generally,
they have made no comparisons of potential incomes from timber. It can
be said that where good soils exists, and water for sufficient irriga
tion is available, the net income from crops and grazing will be much
greater than from forest management.

To some, grass growing and trees

cut have an asthetic value, and therefore, no technical assistance is
requested from this group of ranchers.
As other investigators have found, other social factors affect the
management of a rancher's land. In discussions with these and other
rancher's, it became evident that groups within a locality must conform
or socially be condemned—inflicting heavy damage on the long-term
profit motive.

Initiating any forestry program may cause one to be

ridiculed, unless this improvemant program has been accepted by the
social gixiup.

Educating this group, therefore, should be the first

move of an interested agency, of course, after the agency becomes
aware that this condition exists.
Many public servants consider the small sawmill a detriment to
society and, as a result, little effort has been made to work with the
operators of these mills to improve woodlot management.

Few really

know the needs of the small sawmill operator. For further research.
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and to obtain the basic needs effectively, it is suggested that a bud
get analysis approach be used as the method of study for the investiga
tion. In this way much time is spent with the individual resulting in
a study strictly from the owners point of view.
Tenure continues to be a major problem in farm forestry.

Ranch B

had been heavily logged prior to the sale of this ranch to the present
owner.

The idea, of course, was to secure as much money as possible,

whether this be selling ranch and timber, or by selling the timber,
cutting it in any fashion and later offering the ranch for sale.

An

other problem results when the new purchaser removes the entire stand
to reduce mortgage.

One means of solving this problem would be to

loan money on the standing timber at a low interest rate. This may be
more effective than a subsidy of which can be earned today and forgotten
by the owner, while a low-interest loan would eventually need to be re
paid.

To do this a landowner would be required to cut his timber prop

erly.
To those who have timberland in which it is economically sound
to perform intensive practices, some method of insurance should be de
vised to quarantee a harvest, normally at some very distant date.

The

rancher can ill afford to manage his timber and have it destroyed by
fire, insects, disease, or wind. Most of these problems can be reduced
by proper care, but since they cannot be entirely eliminated, some form
of insurance would help.
In viewing the financial summaries of the ranches, it can be seen
that the net profits appear to be low as compared to that of other
households.

The rancher, however, raises most of the food consumed.

-93His vehicles are used on the ranch as well as for pleasure.

The home

is part of the business, and some deductions are made for taxes accord
ingly.

One should only compare, therefore, one net income to another

of the same ranch to verify changes from various combinations of enter
prises.
Throughout this study it was noted that various gaps exist in ma
terial needed to complete an economic analysis.

So that others may

find a field of interest for ftirther research, these gaps and other
suggestions are noted for future researchs
1.

Determine time involved in performing silvicultural practices
for various tree diameters.

2.

Determine diameter and height growth of second-growth tree
species for various crown densities.

3.

Determine the increase in diameter resulting merely as a
result of removing smaller than average trees.

U.

Budget analysis of small sawmills.

5.

Determine how tax affects timber management on small woodlands.

6.

Determine a risk rate so that an insurance can be acquired for
woodlands under management.

7.

Establish some sample ranches
and costs.

8.

Study to determine if wood-using industry would consider pur
chasing from those who manage their timber.

9.

Study to determine if and how much a timber site index is re
duced by long periods of over-grazing.

to secure data including time

10.

Study to determine the rate of return for other agricultural
commodities to compare with timber investments.

11.

Study to determine how the attitude of the landowner to his
trees developed.

12.

Determine if there is generally a slack period available—
and if the woodland can be worked during this period.
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Volume tables should be constructed for second-growth of the
commercial species.
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APPENDIX

Sawmill Study Questionnaire
1. What make of sawmill do you own?
a. Brand
b. Home made mostly
2. When did you purchase it?
3.

Was the mill new when you purchased it?

U.

What was the total original cost to you?
a.

sawmill only

b. other equipment
Of what did the other equipment consist?
6. What was your method of financing when the mill was acquired?
7.

At present how much do you owe on the mill?

8.

Who holds the present mortgage if any?

9. In your estimation what is the present value of the
a.

mill?

b. other equipment?
10.

Of what does your present equipment consist?

11. What is your assessed value?
12.

What is your taxable value?

13.

What is the county tax rate?

lU.

What are your annual taxes for the entire mill setup?

15. What type of power do you use in your sawmill?
16.

What are your annual costs for;

a.

^98-

power

b.

parts

-99-

17.

How many settings have you made since you acquired the mill?

18.

How long does it take you to set up your mill?

19.

20.

21.

a.

one-half day

b.

one day

c.

more

For what minimum volume would you move to a new setting if the
timber sale
a.

is "not out of the way"?

b.

is "out of the way"?

What percent of your source of logs comes from
a.

ranchers

b.

USFS

c.

state

d.

own land

e.

others

What is your usual method of purchasing timber?
a.

logs delivered to mill

b.

saw-skid-haul

c.

saw-haul

d.

saw-skid

e.

skid-haul

f. purchase land and timber
g.
22.

varies all the time

What is the average and maximum distance that logs are brought to
the mill?
a.

average

b.

maximum

-10023.

2I4..

25.

How do you. finance timber (or log) purchases?
a.

borrow from bank

b.

out of own pocket

c.

pay rancher (others) after timber is milled and sold

d.

other

What is your average size purchase
a.

volume?

b.

dollar value?

How many people did you employ in
1959

26.

28.

1957

1956

1955

before

1955

before

What was your average wage to employees in
1959

21.

1958

1958

1957

1956

What is your method of operation concerning
a.

daily hours

b.

days per week

c.

seasons

What do your employees do during slack seasons
a.

own farm or ranch

b.

draw unemployment

c.

don't know

29.

If mill is operated 8 hours with no breakdowns, what would be the
daily capacity?

30.

What is your average daily volume?

31.

Do you do any grading?

32.

Concerning minimum sizes of logs

-101a.

What is the mininram diameter you will accept?

b.

How has this changed since you've had your mill?

c. What is the minimum log length you will accept?
d.

33-

How has this changed?

If someone delivered a load or loads of logs, in which most of
the logs approached these minimum dimensions, how much would you
pay for them?
Has any of the land from which you've purchased timber been under
type of forest management?
a.

yes

b.

no

c.

don't know

35' If answer is yes, from where did the landowner get his advice?

36.

37.

If a rancher wanted some advice on the management of his timber,
whom would you suggest that he see?
a^

USFS

b.

State Forester

c.

County Agent

d.

Other

e.

Don't know

What do you know about the free technical advice available to
small sawmill operators by the State Forestry Department?
a.

Understand it

b. Heard of it
c.

38.

Never heard of it

What do you think of a program where the landowners (ranchers)are advised of prevailing stumpage prices?
a.

good idea

b.

poor idea

-102c,

unfair

d.

makes no difference

Wiat other occupation do you have besides sawmilling?
a.

ranch or farm

b.

none

c.

other

What determines the time of the year in which you operate?
a.

snow

b. mud
c.

ranching enterprises

d.

other

Was your mill closed during the following years:
Year

Yes

No

1959
1958
1957
1956
1955

~

~

If any were answered yes, why didn't you operate?
a.

not enough pay for material sold

b.

other reasons

Do you purchase any material from the Forest Service or state?
You purchase timber, mostly, on what basis?
a.

lump sum estimate on standing timber

b. log scale
c.

mill scale

d.

other

-103To •whom have yo^u sold the following material?
1959

a.

ties

b.

cant

c.

dimension

d.

boards

e.

other

1958

1957

1956

1955

before

___

How is your product shipped and at what cost and distance?
SD

HP

Cost
Distance
Cost
Distance
Cost
Distance
Cost
Distancte
Cost
Distance

Tr

a. ties
b.

cant

c.

dimension

d.

boards

c.

other

Prices paid to you now are:
DF
BP
a. ties

LPP

YP,
^

WP
_

b.

cants

__

c.

boards

_

d. U X U

___

_

e.

U X 6

_

f.

2x6

_

g.

2 X U

_

h.
i.

_

_

Estimated cost of manufacturing 1000 b.f«8
a.

know

b.

guess

H

-ioU-

U9.

50.

c.

don't know

d.

doesn't include salaiy

does

Estimated return to you as owner 1000 b.f.:
a.

know

b.

guess

c.

don't know

Prices paid for logs:

DF
1959

BP

LPP

YP

H

¥P

WF

S

D
1958

S
D

1957

S
D

1956

S
D

1955

S
D

51.

What has been your total yearly production?
1959

1958

1957

1956

Amount
Don't know
52.

What is your opinion on the new slash law?

1955

before

